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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation is intended to study the stochastic optimization of a dynamical 

currency option hedging process cind presents a seunpling-based scenario aggregation 

algorithm which can be used to solve the optimal currency option hedging model. 

First, we review various financiai applications of stochastic programming modeling 

techniques in the literature and examine traditional option hedging and valuation 

methods in finance. 

Next, we analyze the uncertain factors in currency exchange and discuss how to 

generate scenarios and scenario tree for financial optimization methods. We examine 

the advantages of using short-term derivative securities in portfolio hedging and 

give valuation models for the short term derivative securities trailed in the exchange 

market. We provide three types of optimal currency option hedging models to satisfy 

various hedging envirormient and risk management needs. 

To solve the currency option hedging model, we propose a sampling-based stochas

tic programming algorithm which is based on its corresponding deterministic algo

rithm. The sample frequencies and a sampled scenario tree will be used to ap

proximate the scenario probabilities and the true scenario tree respectively in the 

aigorithm. We prove that the iteration points will converge with probability one 

to the true optimal solution asymptoticeilly and show that the accuracy and speed 
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of the aJgorithm depend on the sample size and error tolercince for each sampled 

problem in the iterations. 

Finedly, we present the results of numerical experiments of our option hedging 

models and the sampling-based scenario aggregation algorithm. The computational 

results for the option hedging models show that our optimal hedging method gen

erates better cost-profit hedging performance compared with traditional hedging 

methods. The experiments of the sampling algorithm shows that the algorithm 

can generate good solutions effectively, especially for extremely large-scale stochas

tic programming problems. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

The effective combination of management science axid financial practice has 

been the objective for many resejirchers and practitioners both in financial industry 

and academia. Rapid developments in operations research and computer technologies 

provide powerful tools to tcLckle some complicated finaxicial problems which seemed 

formidable in the past. Stochastic programming is a method used to solve opti

mization problems under uncertainty. The developments in stochastic programming 

theory and computer implementation of algorithms have enhanced the capability of 

solving various complex stochastic optimization problems. Thus, stochastic program

ming has great potential in the field of finance where many problems include random 

parameters, evolve dynamically and cire extremely large. Stochastic programming 

can offer a better and more efficient alternative method for various complex financial 

problems. 

This dissertation is devoted to a stochastic programming algorithm and its finan

cial applications and the chapters here can be classified into two categories. One 

category discusses stochastic programming modeling approach to currency option 
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hedging or replication type of problems. The second category presents a sampling-

based scenario aggregation algorithm which can be used to solve the proposed finan-

cisd models. 

We begin with a review of stochastic prograinming applications and current op-

timed option hedging models literature in finance. Then we will propose multi-stage 

currency hedging models. The motivation for the hedging models is that currency 

options with cisymmetrical return have been extensively used to hedge currency ex

change exposure. But some undesirable features like liquidity, market prices and 

trcinsaction costs may prevent investors from directly using some options as effective 

tools in hedging. Some financial firms or investors often set up hedging portfolios to 

replicate the option they want. These traditional option replicating methods con

sist of selling and buying some related securities based upon some hedge parameters 

of a target option. These types of hedging processes are myopic decision making 

processes because they only focus on the current hedging parameters without antic

ipating future random outcomes. 

We propose multi-stage recourse stochastic prograinming models of option hedg

ing in which future random events, either perceived or forecasted by investors, are 

incorporated into the hedging method. Because the decisions for portfolio rebalances 

are maxie according to the entire pattern of the uncertainty instead of the current 

random states, we can improve the expected payoff and reduce portfolio rebalance 
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intensity. To enhance the payofF tracking of hedging portfolios, some short-term op

tions whose parametric sensitivity aure similar to the target option are also included 

in the hedging portfolio. 

Uncertainty regarding the future is represented in the form of a scenario tree 

which represents the sequence of outcomes that investors may encoimter in a hedg

ing process. A scenario tree in a financial problem represents a discretized version 

of a continuous stochastic process. Thus, it is likely that a collection of possible 

outcomes is aggregated into a few scenarios in a scenario tree. To ensure that the 

model is also effective in the continuous random process situation, we design the 

hedging portfolio in such a manner as to possess approximately the same sensitivity 

as the target option. This is accomplished by imposing several hedge parameter 

tracking constraints (e.g. Delta and Gamma) so that the hedging portfolio will be 

robust with respect to the uncertainties in a real maxket situation. The properties 

of marking-to-market of currency futures and early exercise of American options 

are also incorporated in the mathematical models. The objective function of our 

stochastic progreimming model is to minimize the weighted sum of expected cost 

accumulated along the entire time horizon of the hedging process and the expected 

tracking errors for payoffs and hedging parameters in each time period. Since we 

minimize the squared errors of the hedging parameters, the objective function of the 

stochastic program becomes a quadratic function. 

In the chapters devoted to the stochastic programming algorithms, we will 

first review various stochastic programming models and algorithms in the literature 
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and then present a sampling-based stochastic programming aJgorithm. Due to the 

presence of quadratic error terms in the objective function of the proposed finaii-

cial model, a non-linear stochastic programming algorithm is required in solving 

the financial problem. We use a modified scenaxio aggregation algorithm to solve 

this quadratic multi-stage stochastic programming model. The scenario aggregation 

(SA) algorithm proposed by Rockafellar and Wets [51] is ideally suited for stochastic 

programming models which have linear or nonlinear subproblems. The algorithm, 

which uses the proximal point method, provides an innovative way to decompose a 

large-scale scenario problem and to coordinate all subproblem solutions during the 

solution procedure. However, this algorithm is a deterministic one in that each it

eration requires an analysis of all possible scenarios. Financial problems with very 

large scenaxio trees may become intractable or quite time and memory consuming for 

a deterministic scenario aggregation algorithm. The complexities of the stochastic 

processes being modeled call for a modification in this algorithm. In order to devise 

a practical solution approach, we incorporate sampling into the scenario aggregation 

algorithm. A sampled scencirio tree and the sajnple frequencies will approximate 

the true scenario tree and the probabilities respectively. We will refine the sample 

scenario tree and the sample frequencies as the iterations proceed and new samples 

are being added to the sampled data. 

One can also interpret the modified algorithm as one in which the scenarios can 

be simulated. After drawing certain number of samples, we use the deterministic 

scenario aggregation algorithm to solve the current sample problem. Then more 
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simulated samples are added to the current seunpled data. New sample scenarios 

will be added to accumulated sample scenario set and the scenario tree and sam

pled frequencies will be refined with the new samples. The dual variables from the 

previous sample problem will be updated with the added samples and the solution 

from the previous sampled problem will be used as the initial iteration point for the 

current sampled problem with a new modified error tolerance. With the updated 

dual variables, the initial iteration point and the updated error tolerance, we employ 

the deterministic algorithm again to solve the current sample problem. The itera

tions continue until the current solution passes a statistically motivated optimaJity 

test. Finally, we will show the results of some numerical examples solved with this 

modified algorithm. 
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CHAPTER 2 

Review of Stochastic Programming Models in Finance 

2.1 Introduction 

Market uncertainty provides opportunities for sound investment strategies and 

the need for various risk management methods grows rapidly. Due to market un

certainties, deterministic modeling methods have become obsolete. In turn, this 

suggests the need for more sophisticated modeling and analysis tools. Rapid devel

opments in management science and operations research, as well as computer science 

provide tools to model, analyze and solve complex financial planning problems. 

As stochastic programming and algorithms become more mature and efficient, 

stochastic programming can become an ideal tool in modeUng dynamic financial 

decision-maJcing processes under uncertainty. Due to multi-dimensional uncertainty 

and multi-periods forecasting, many financial problems are relatively complex and 

need optimization models. In many cases, stochastic programming may provide 

efficient and powerful alternative approaches to replace the existing modeling and 

analysis methods used in finance. 
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In this chapter, we will review various financiaJ stochastic programming mod

els and modeling techniques developed so far and discuss how to incorporate these 

methods and techniques to the option hedging model proposed into this dissertation. 

2.2 Stochastic Programming Models in Finance 

Financial optimization models seek the best strategies which will reduce invest

ment risks and increase investment return. They can be divided into two groups; risk 

majiagement and financial engineering. Risk management models usually select the 

best hedging strategy to reduce various kinds of risks; finajicial engineering models 

usually create new finajicizJ products to satisfy specific investors' needs. Because of 

the dynamic and random nature of financial markets, most of financial problems are 

stochastic and involve multiple periods. Stochastic programming is an ideal frame

work for modeling and solving multi-stage optimization problems under uncertainty. 

Many Rnancied analysts and researchers have made great efforts to apply stochastic 

programming to the finance and banking industry. The following ajre typical financial 

stochastic programming models in the literature. 

2.2.1 Asset Liability Management Model 

Asset liability management models in which investors try to find a strategy 

to match a future stream of liabilities of cash outflow with the return of a hedging 

portfolio are the most widely discussed and applied models in financial application 
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of stochcistic programming. Kusy <ind Ziemba [36] set up a simple recourse stochas

tic programming model for a read banking operation problem. The multi-period 

model has fixed asset-allocation decisions imder different scenarios and the zonounts 

of deposits at each time period cire random variables. This asset and liability model 

which includes mziny praxrtical constraints like legal, budget, policy and liquidity re

strictions has an objective function to maximize the expected present value of total 

returns and to minimize the present value of the cost of borrowing and the expected 

penalty costs of constraint violations. The model has scenario independent asset 

allocation decision variables at each time period and scenario dependent slack vari

ables in the entire planning time horizon. The advantage of this model is that it is 

simple and easy to apply. The disadvantage is that the asset allocation decision is 

static because it does not make sufficient use of information revealed at each stage. 

The decision made may not be arbitrage-free without fully utilizing the revealed in

formation. As interest rates or stock market returns chjinge, investors usually change 

their expectation of the future and adjust their asset positions based on the realized 

market environment. Making adjustment decisions is necessary for prax:tical finan

cial planning problems as more information is revealed. Although the above problem 

incorporates the uncertainty into the model, it does not allow decision adjustment 

during the planning process with this kind of model setting. Dynamic or multi-period 

stochastic progranmiing models which require that the whole pattern of uncertainty 

be available or accessible can capture the dynamic nature of financial problems. The 

uncertainty is sometimes expressed in terms of scencirios as we mentioned above. 
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Each scenario represents a sample path of a stochastic process. Investors will maJce 

decisions based only on the information realized. If two scenarios have the same 

outcome up to time the decisions maxle along these two scenarios up to time t 

should be the same. The length of the time periods in which the adjustment decision 

are made can vary according to the time length needed to adjust the asset positions. 

If a problem has many stages and many scenarios, it may become intractable. Some 

compromises should be made between the computational complexity and accurate 

representation of the problem. Bradley and Crane [7] proposed a multi-stage dynam

ical asset-liability model with a scenario tree to represent a rzmdom process. Due to 

lack of sophisticated computational techniques at that time, they introduced limited 

finajacial instruments and constraints into the model. The model is linear with an 

objective function to maximize the expected terminal wealth. The Dantzig-Wolfe 

decomposition algorithm is employed to solve the model. 

However, the preceding two models fail to incorporate risk in the modeling. In

vestors always want to meiximize their profit or return, which is not difficult to be 

incorporated in an optimization model. However, when facing an uncertain market 

or environment, investors pursue not only maiximima return but also minimum risk. 

Investors who take addition«d risk should be rewarded by additional premium. When 

a financial market reaches its equilibrium, all risks are priced fairly among all mar

ket participants. A utility function describing an investor's attitude toward risk and 

return may be incorporated in a fineincial optimization model. However, finding an 

accurate utility function for a peirticular person is a difficult task. In setting up a 
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stochastic programming model, the objective function should reflect the risk aversion 

of the investor. Majiy forms of the objective function are used in various finemcial 

stochastic programming models. These include the expected terminal wealth fimc-

tions, the expected utility of terminal wealth, the mean-varizmce of returns, and the 

expected shortfall. The expected terminal wealth objective function ha^ the advan

tage of a linear objective function which is easy to understand since every investor in 

the financieil market wishes to increase their wealth to a maximum extent. However, 

it fails to express the time value of the investment and does not reflect the risk aver

sion of the investor in the objective function. To cuid the time value of the investment 

into the model, we can multiply a sceneirio dependent discount rate to each return to 

get an expected present value of terminaJ wealth. The variance of the terminal wealth 

or the variance for the present value of the terminal wealth suggested by Maxkowitz 

[39] can be included in an objective fimction to express the investment risk, and the 

objective function becomes a mean-variance one. But the mean-variance objective 

function treats high returns and low returns as equally undesirable, which in fact is 

contraury to rational preference for high returns. Moreover, for problems with asym

metric return assets, mean-variance objective functions do not truly reflect investors' 

objectives. In addition, the Veiriemce of the value function of stochastic optimization 

problems are often non-convex which adds considerable computational complexity. 

The shortfall objective function [8] which separates high returns from low returns 

overcomes some disadvantages of mean-variance functions. The shortfall objective 

fimction model will penalize decisions leading to low returns. Since the measurement 
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of low returns is ziccomplished via slack, the shortfall objective function is a linear 

function. These objective functions above do not reflect the risk aversion curve of 

an investor. In order to do so, we can also use the expected utility function of an 

investor as the objective function. There are many papers devoted to the use of 

utility functions in fmancizil applications [10, 37]. Actually, a mean-variance func

tion is a special type of quadratic utility function. If a person's utility function is a 

Von Neumann-Morgenstem utility function and the function is second order differ-

entiable, the investor's risk aversion can be measured as r(x) = —u"(x)/u'(x) which 

has been incorporated into the portfolio optimization model in [38]. 

B. Golub et al. [22] develop a two-stage multi-time period mortgage securities-

backed money management model in which the objective function majcimizes an ex

pected utility of terminal wealth. Since the model is a multi-period problem with two-

stage model setting, the paper does not explain how it resolves the non-anticipativity 

constraints after the first time period. 

The largest financial planning application model reported recently is 'The Russell-

Yasuda Kasai Financial Plarming Model' by Carino et al. [9]. The problem is 

modeled as a four-stage problem and the objective function maximizes expected 

terminal wealth and minimizes accumulated expected shortfalls. They explained that 

the reason for using shortfall instead of variance was that minimizing variance means 

that excessive return is as undesirable as low return. In reality, people certainly 

prefer higher retimis to lower returns. Minimizing shortfedl from the target return 

reflects the investors attitude toward returns. The model includes hard constraints 
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which were not allowed to be violated and soft constrciints which were allowed to be 

violated, but the violations were penalized in the objective function. Compared with 

other asset-liability management models, this model «Jso adds end effect constreiints 

which will reasonably adlocate assets at the termined time period. The uncertainty of 

the model is represented by a four-time periods scenario tree with remdom variables 

for prices and income returns for all the assets «is well as policy crediting rates. Some 

scencirio reduction techniques axe employed to curb the rapid growth of the scenario 

tree. When a complete scenario tree is obtained, the total number of scenarios then 

is reduced by aggregating the branches at each node such that the reduction of the 

number of scenarios will still maintain the same mean and variance of the complete 

scenario tree. The number of branches per node of the simplified scenario tree is 

smaller in the later stages than in the earlier stages. This aggregation substantially 

reduces the size of the scenario tree. It was reported that the model was very 

successfully implemented in real situations. 

Zenios [59] proposes a multi-stage asset liability mcinagement model in which 

he compares his multi-period dynaimic and stochastic model with the static model 

or single-period stocheistic model with several portfolio problems. His experiments 

showed that the multi-period dynamic and stochastic model is superior to the tra

ditional static portfolio management approach. Zenios [47] also proposes to use 

massively parallel computations for financial plaiming problems so that stocheistic 

programming approach wiU become more efficient and easier to apply in practical 

situations. 
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The preceding models sometimes may be classified as the immunization models 

because the return of assets is required to match the liability only on average in the 

entire plaiming time horizon. If an exact match is required at each time period, it may 

be classified as a fincincial dedication model. Since exact cash-flow or duration match 

will likely cause infeasibility in obtaining a solution or be undesirable in obtaining 

an implementable strategy, financial dedication models axe not frequently used in 

these applications. But for some institutions like commercial banks where total 

cover or exact match of customers' deposit withdraw must be satisfied, banks use 

dedication models to solve their problem. Hill, Klaassen and Shapiro [29] set up 

a portfolio dedication model. The constraints only include cash-flow matching in 

each time period for entire time horizon. The objective function of the model has 

special features: the first term in the objective function is the initial cost of setting 

up the portfolio, the second term is the expected net cash invested at the start, the 

third term is the absolute deviation of the net cash invested at the start from its 

mean. The absolute deviation setting in measuring the investment risk keeps the 

objective function linear. The decisions of acquiring and selling assets were scenario 

independent and the money lending and borrowing variables are scenario dependent 

veiriables at each time period. Although the authors have not given the scenario 

structure of the model, it is unlikely that every scenario will have different brajiches 

from all other scenarios after the first node. The solution they obtained may not 

be implementable without the non-einticipativity constraints. However, the model 
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is still an equation problem instead of an optimization problem due to the exact 

cash-flow matching. 

2.2.2 Portfolio Optimization Models 

Portfolio optimization models sometimes are edso called asset allocation models 

which allow the determination of portfolios with the best blend of the expected return 

and risk. Portfolio optimization models are often multi-stage scenario problems. 

Mulvey ajid Vladimirou [45, 43] proposed a network portfolio optimization model in 

which arcs are used as scenario dependent multipliers in a stochastic programming 

network model. The inflow and outflow of the assets at each node in a network 

should be balanced under different scenarios. As with [22], this model is a two-stage 

approximation of a multi-period problem. The authors used the scenario aggregation 

algorithm to solve their stochastic programming network model. The model is easy 

to be set up and to be understood in a network setting, so we can take advantage of 

network properties in analyzing and solving this kind of network formulated problem. 

Dantzig and Infanger [15] propose a similar portfolio optimization model with a 

multi-stage LP structure in which a piecewise linear function is used to approximate a 

nonlinear utility function. They use the importance sampling technique to generate 

the scenarios at each stage and employ the Benders decomposition algorithm to 

solve their model. They claim that in compcirison to deterministic algorithms, using 

importance sampling results in a far more efficient algorithm. 
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2.3 Conclusion 

At present, most of stochastic programming models have focused on portfolios 

with fixed income assets or capital assets. They have captured the dynamic and 

uncertain nature of financial problems and have incorporated the risk aversion of 

each individual into aui optimization model. However, stochastic programming has 

not been fully applied to many areas in finance. More research work is still needed 

to improve computational eflBciency, to reduce implementational diflBculty and most 

importantly, to make the models reflect real markets. In this dissertation, currency 

option hedging models under uncertainty are proposed. So feir, very few papers have 

been devoted to financial stochastic programming model with derivative securities 

hedging. The combination of various derivative securities can yield varieties of return 

patterns. So dynamical hedge and portfolio management using derivative securities 

is a rich source for stochastic programming application. Our proposed model is a 

dynamical multi-stage model with scenarios being generated through sampling. A 

cost and payoff shortfall fimction is used in the objective function. 
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CHAPTER 3 

Option Hedging Model 

3.1 Background 

3.1.1 Currency Options and Futures 

Currency derivative securities traded in exchange markets or in financial in

stitutions' over-the-counter markets can be used for currency hedging. The market 

price of a derivative security should reflect the intrinsic vaJue of a security which 

is dependent on its payoff diagram and other relevant factors. However, financial 

institutions may overprice their financial products because of some liquidity risks 

and their perception of the future which may cause the market price of a security 

to deviate from its intrinsic VcJue. When investors perceive that an option is too 

expensive or of poor liquidity, they may use a hedging portfolio with relevant se

curities to track the payoff diagrjim of the option. Currency options and currency 

futures traded in exchange markets with good liquidity are the two major currency 

derivative securities extensively used for currency hedging. Here, a hedging portfolio 

including short-term currency call options and currency futures are used for rollover 

hedging a long-term option. The portfolio will be dynamically rebalanced from time 
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to time in rollover hedging. This method can also be used to estimate the value of 

a long-term option with short-term options and futures available in the exchange 

market. 

A currency future is a contraict between one paxty and the exchange market to 

caxry out a currency exchange at a future date. The contracts have fixed expiration 

dates, standard amount and settlement conditions. The buyer and seller of the 

sajne contract are not directly involved but trade only with the exchange maxket. 

Because future exchange rates change with time, the future holders will pay or receive 

majking-to-markets according to the market future price at the end of each time 

period. 

A currency call option is the right to buy another currency in the future at a 

fixed exchange rate. Since buying an option is acquiring a right, not the obligation, 

it eliminates future currency exchange risks. The buying party will have to pay a 

premium for this kind of currency insurance. A Europeaji option can be exercised 

only at the end of its life and American option can be exercised at any time 

during its life. The premium of an option should reflect the value of an option in a 

perfect market without the transaction cost and the bid-ask spread. However, if we 

consider transaction costs in the exchange markets, the ask price will be higher than 

the value of an option and the bid price will be lower than the value of an option. 

The prices or the vcilues of currency options and futures eire determined by the 

current states and types of stochastic processes of some random factors in financial 

markets. The value of those derivative securities will change with the variation of the 
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reindoin factors. Different investors may have different perceptions or predication of 

the random processes in the financial markets. Based upon their own perceptions, 

investors estimate values of derivative securities and plan their hedging strategy. The 

market prices which should be consistent with the value based upon the average per

ception of future uncertainty in the market is determined by the supply and demand 

in financial markets. We assimae that all random factors in financieil markets follow 

some random processes, and if we know the current states of all the random factors, 

we can estimate the market prices of options and futures. 

Option Valuation Model 

The value of an option is determined by the exchange rate, the domestic and for

eign interest rates, and the perceived market volatility. Many mathematical models 

based on different assumptions and using different methods have been developed to 

value options. Among them, the most prominent model was developed by Black and 

Scholes [4] in which they assumed that (1) the price of the underlying asset follows a 

Weiner process; (2) a portfolio which bears no risks should have risk free return and 

(3) the interest rates and market volatility are constant. By applying Ito's lemma 

and solving a differential equation, they derived the European option pricing model. 

Later Gannan and Kohlhagen [21] modify the Blax:k-Scholes model to value currency 

option. Let E be the spot exchange rate, K the strike price, rj the domestic interest 

rate; Vf the foreign interest rate, the volatility of the market, T the remaining 

time of the option, and c the value of a option. Then the modified Black-Scholes 
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option valuation model is 

c = (3.1) 

where is the standard normal density function and di and ^2 are defined as 

l n { E I K )  + (r, - r/ + 4)r 
= 77T • 

d2 = di — cry/r. 

However, the above model is Europeaji option valuation model which underestimates 

the value of an American option. Bajone-Adeis and Whaley [1] proposed an approxi

mated American valuation model which is relatively efficient in estimating American 

options. Let 

h = 

2ri 6 = 

2(r<i - r/) 

0-2 

0 = 

-12 = + + 

Aj = (£•)]}. 
72 

Define Oi{E) as 

<i(£) = (3.2) 
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where is the critical exchtinge rate above which the option should be exercised 

early and it should satisfy the following equation, 

E ' - K  =  c { E ' )  + {1 - e-'f^MidiiE')]}— (3.3) 
72 

Notice that the value of E' is not a function of E. Now we can summarize the 

Barone-Adeis and Whzdey's American option model with the above notations. Let 

c{E) represent the value of European option obtained through European option 

formula (3.1), and C(E) the value of American option. Then we have 

C { E )  =  
c{E)-\-a{E) i{E<E' 

(3.4) 
E — K when E > E'. 

It is obvious that a{E) is the correction term for an American option from the Eu

ropean option valuation model. 

Hedging Parameters 

When deaiing with continuous random variables, scenaxios offer a method to ap

proximate a stochastic process. Depending on the coarseness of the discretization , 

a scenario tree represents vcirious degrees of approximation. Since these models con

sider multiple stochastic processes one must also cope with the curse of dimensional

ity of the scenario tree through some scenario reduction techniques. Our algorithm, 

based on sampling, may not have all the scenarios in the sampled data. In order to 

keep the tracking process robust even for those scenarios which are not in the sample 

data, the hedging portfolio should not only track the payoffs of the target option 
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but also follow some hedge pjurcuneters like Delta and Gamma at each time period. 

The Delta ratio is defined sis the rate of change of the value with respect to the 

price of imderlying asset. The values of the tracking portfolio and the target option 

are affected by the change of the corresponding exchange rate. The Deltas of the 

American options can be derived by calculating the derivative of (3.4) with respect 

to the exchange rate. Let 8 denote the Delta ratio of the corresponding European 

option model (3.1). Then the Delta ratio for an American option is 

=  <  +  (£<£• )  (3 .5 )  

If the quantity E' of an option is less than the exchange rate at the current node, 

this option should be exercised early and it is no longer in the portfolio. 

Gamma ratio is the rate of the change of the Delta with respect to the change of 

the current exchange rate. Tracking the Gaxnma of the target option which measures 

the curvature of the option prices will further ensure that the tracking portfolio will 

not deviate from the value of the target option. F is the derivative of (3.5). Let 7 

denotes the gamma ratio derived from the European option model (3.1). Then the 

Gamma ratio of the American option model is 

r = -» + A27j(72-l)(|rr-'^- (3.6) 

We can also track other hedge parameters like Vega, Theta and Rho, the rates 

of change of the value with respect to the market volatility, time and interest rates 

respectively and add those hedge parameter constraints to the option hedging model. 
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The transaction cost is the expense investors have to pay in addition to the 

market price when buying or selling securities in financial markets. That is, in 

buying a security, investors pay a price higher than the maxket price of a seciirity 

and when selling they will receive a revenue lower than the value of a security. The 

transaction costs may include the commission and the bid-ask spread. When an 

option or a future contract is bought, the price is the sum of the value and the 

transaction cost. In the same way, transaction cost is deducted from the revenue in 

selling a future contract or an option. To replicate a target option or to find an option 

hedging strategy will be even more difficult with traditional hedging approaches in 

the presence of transaction costs. However, stochastic progranoming may provide an 

efficient numerical method in tackling option hedging problems in imperfect financial 

markets. We expect that our option hedging model will produce a more efficient 

hedging strategy than traditional hedging strategies currently used. 

Transaction costs impose market firictions in a dynamic hedging process. For ex

ample, if a Delta ratio of a target option fluctuates over the entire hedging period, 

traditional Delta hedging methods will be required to rebalance the portfolio fre

quently and the transaction cost will become significant. The short-term options 

included in the hedging portfolio will a^apt its hedge parameter and payoff to those 

of the target option as random variable au'e changing. Hence, the trade intensity and 

transaction costs may be reduced in the optimal hedging process. 
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3.1.2 Uncertain Factors 

The currency exchange rate which is the most important random factor in 

currency hedging is often assumed to follow a log-normal Wiener stochastic process 

A binomial lattice proposed by Cox, Ross and Rubinstein [13] can be used to approx

imate the continuous stochastic process (3.7) in a discrete time form (see Figure 3.1). 

At each node of this binomial tree, there are two possible outcomes of the exchange 

rates that evolve from the current exchange rate E. One is uE with probability q 

and another is vE with probability 1 — 9. As n —* 00, the distribution of can be 

shown to converge to a normal distribution. 

represented as 

dE = usEdt -I- (TsEdz (3.7) 

t -1  t -2  t -3  t -5  

97.045 

100 

103.045 

106.184 

94.176 

Figure 3.1: Example of a binomial tree. 
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Interest rates of domestic currency and foreign currency which axe random 

vaxiables evolving over time have great impact on the values of derivative currency 

securities. So far, many stochastic interest rate models have been developed based 

on the yield of some risk-free bonds. There cire term structure models developed by 

Rendleman and Bartter [49], Vasicek [56], and Cox, Ingersoll and Ross [12], and no-

arbitrage models developed by Health, Jarrow and Morton [24], Ho and Lee [30] axid 

Hull and White [32]. Most of those models Ccin be approximated by a discrete tree 

with a branching process shown in Figure 3.2 The selection of a branching process 

(a)  (b)  (c)  (d)  (e)  

is based on the expected change of the value of the interest rate from the current 

node [31]. Unlike the binomial tree of exchange rate, different nodes of the trinomial 

tree will have diflferent probabilities which should satisfy following three conditions: 

(a) the probabilities should add to one; (b) the expected value of the three branches 

should be equal to expected value from the continuous process; (c) the variance of 

Figure 3.2: Branching process in a trinomial tree 
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the three branches should be equal to the variance from the continuous process. Each 

of these conditions above is a linear equation with three unknown probabilities for 

the three branches and the tree is recombined by the way of discretization. 

Market volatility is another random factor which ziffects the values of the related 

options. There are some stochastic models [53] and statistical models [5] developed 

for analyzing various market volatilities. These models can be used in generating the 

market volatility needed in our hedging model. The mean of the market volatility 

may be used to derive the values of the options. We can also sample directly from 

the historical data to obtain the market volatility since the statistical models are 

also based upon the historical data. 

Forward exchange rates are random variables determined by the domestic and 

the foreign interest rates as well as the spot exchange rate by using the interest rate 

parity equation (3.8), 

F = E\±I^. (3.8) 
1 + T f S t  ^  '  

The future exchange rate may deviate from the forward exchange rate because of 

the maxking-to-market feature of future contracts. However, when the time length is 

very short and amount of marking-to-market is small such that the random change 

of interest rate is not an important feictor, a forward exchange rate can be used to 

approximate a future exchange rate. 

A Scenario tree which reflects the random outcomes associated with all random 

variables has branches and nodes as shown in Figure 3.3. At each node, there are 

several branches to indicate future possible outcomes from the current node. A 
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scenario is a path from a root node at time 0 to some leaf node at the time T. 

Different scenarios have at least one different node in their node sets. 

Here the scenarios will be created by combining the discrete stochastic processes 

of all the random factors in the model. Note that if we combine all those random 

processes together, we will get a huge scenario tree which represents the uncertain 

future of a financial plainning problem. Even though the random variables may be 

correlated in some ways, it is still likely that the scenario tree is so large that the 

problem would be intractable using deterministic algorithms. Here sampling is used 

to generate scenarios tree so that a statistically approximated optimal solution can 

be obtained. 

3.1.3 Optimal Option Hedging and Replication 

Cox, Ross and Rubinstein [13] proposed a numerical option valuation model 

with a random binomial tree for stock price. It is assumed that there axe no trans

action costs for trading stocks and riskless bonds. In the model, a hedging portfolio 

will have the same payoff as that of the target option at each time period for each 

rcindom outcome. Since a binomial tree has two random outcomes from each node, 

Figure 3.3: Scenario tree. 
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the shares of stock and the quantity of bonds of the two decision variables are to 

be determined to replicate the payoff of the option at the next time period. The 

hedging decisions along the binomial tree are obtained by solving a set of equations. 

The solution obtained from the above method may not be the most efficient hedging 

strategy in the presence of transaction costs and the strategy may be infeasible in 

an incomplete markets. Merton [40], Boyle and Vorst [6] have investigated option 

replication in the presence of transaction costs. If we minimize the expected cost of 

hedging and allow the payoffs of the hedging portfolio to be greater than the payoffs 

of the target option, the option hedging and replication problem is converted into an 

optimization problem. Edirisinghe et al. [18] propose cin option replication model in 

which people caji only invest in the initial portfolio and the payoffs of the hedging 

portfolio are required to be greater than or equal to the target option during the 

hedging process. The hedging portfolio only includes an cisset and a riskless bond. 

The asset price is the only random factor with a binomial random tree. The hedging 

process in which no reinvestment is allowed is a self- financing process since the costs 

to buy bonds or stocks only come from the revenues of selling stocks or bonds. The 

objective fimction is to minimize the initifd capital investment cost. Let 

Oij = shares of stock held at period t amd event j; 

^tj = value of the bonds held at period t and event j; 

Xtj = number of shaxes bought at period t and event j\ 

ytj = number of shares sold at period t and event j; 

Stj = stock price at period t and event j. 
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The problem is formulated as a linear programming model: 

min ao5o + Po 
a,0 

s.t. Ity(l + B)Stj - Vijil - B)Sij + Pti - Pt-U, < 0 

Oft—ij" — ytji 

— 0? 

t t t - l j 5 t j  +  0 t - l , i  ^  C t J ,  

t = (3.9) 

Since the hedging portfolio is required to have a super payoff diagram for all paths 

and to have a minimum cost for the total initial investment, the optimal solution is 

independent of the probability of each sceneirio. Reinvestment during the hedging 

process is quite common for risk hedging in finajiciai markets, especially for rollover 

hedging methods. Investors will rebalance their portfolios or readjust their hedging 

strategy through reinvestment decisions from time to time. With this model setting, 

huge initial investment may be required and the investment in the initial portfolio 

has to possess enough shaxes of stock and bonds to match the payoffs of the target 

option aiong each path no matter how small the probability of the scenario is. Ob

viously, this method may provide a hedging strategy with higher cost than the true 

value of a target option for some special problems. The criterion for evaluation of 

a hedging portfolio relies not only on the payoff of the portfolio but also the cost 

for obtaining the payoff desired. Investors may be willing to compromise the payoffs 
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of some paths with small probabilities to save a certain cimoimt of cost. The initial 

portfolio may not have a significant impact in roUover hedging process because the 

rollover hedging portfolio consisting of other short-term securities is unable to hold 

those short-term derivative securities for a long time and needs to be rebedaaced fre

quently. So depending on the initial investment, it may adso not be a good hedging 

strategy. The assumption of a complete market where investors can always find a 

riskless portfolio to hedge an option may not be realistic. Sometimes investors who 

Ccin not find enough relevant securities or can not access certain securities for a per

fect hedging may choose fewer securities than the dimension of uncertainty to hedge 

a taxget option. They may still require the payoffs of a hedging portfolio be equal to 

or greater than the payoffs of the taxget option and want to minimize the hedging 

costs. The investors may even allow the payoff shortfall to minimize expected costs. 

Then the scenario probabilities will aiFect the optimal solution and the problem be

comes stochastic programming problem. Klaassen, Shapiro ajid Spitz [35] propose 

a currency hedging model with European call options. The model tries to find the 

best hedging strategy with a binomial event tree. The portfolio only included call 

options. The objective function is to minimize the expected present value of cost in 

the hedging process. The constraints represent the requirement that at the terminal 

time period, the portfolio should have greater value than the target value under all 

scenarios. It is a multi-stage linear stochastic programming model incorporating call 

options into the hedging portfolio with a binomial tree as uncertainty. 
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3.2 Multi-Stage Currency Option Hedging Models 

3.2.1 Assumptions and Notations 

We will use short term call options and futures in the exchange markets to track 

payoff and hedging parameters of the target option. The following assumptions axe 

made about the option hedging model and financial market: 

• All options axe American options, so early exercise of the options is allowed; 

• The long-term target option has a lifetime of N periods; 

• Short term options and futures used in the tracking portfolio have a maximum 

length of T periods and a minimum length of one period; 

• Random vziriables are revealed only at the end of each time period; 

• Portfolio rebalance can only take place at the beginning of each time period; 

• The amount of the options and futures can be traded in frax:tions of a unit; 

• The total amount of currency to be hedged is fixed; 

• No taxes; 

• No arbitrage opportunities in the meirket. 
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Indices 

t, I, I = time period at which the rebalcuice of portfolio will be made 

s = scenario (5 = 1,2,..., 5); 

n  =  index of a node in a scenario tree at period t  { t  G  T ) ;  

n"*" = nodes brajich from current node 

jn = index for aji option at node n {j = 1,..., J^); 

Afa = the node set of scenario s. 

Parameters 

Ps = scenario probability 

XT = Toted amount of foreign currency needed at the time period T; 

Ent = Exchange rate at time t and node n; 

KCiinj = Strike price of the type j option from period I to period i at node n; 

Ftin = Future price from period t to period i at node n; 

KT = Strike price of the target option; 

Ctinj = Type j call option price at time t and node n which expires in period i; 

rdtin = Domestic interest at node n and from period t to period i; 

Tftin = Foreign interest at node n and from period t to period i. 

(Ttn = Volatility of exchange rate at node n and time period 

T = Maximimi number of periods short-term options or future can last; 

= Delta ratio of a type j option at time t and node n which expires 

in period z; 
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= Delta ratio of a future at time t and node n, which expires in period i; 

= Delta ratio of the target option at the period t and node n; 

^tinj Gamma ratio of a type j option at time t and node n, which expires 

in period 

= Geimma ratio of the target option at the period t £uid node n; 

qc = Percent of transaction cost in buying or selling an option; 

qf = Percent of the transaction cost in buying or selling a future; 

Dtis = Discount ratio from period I to t under scenario s; 

wpt = Weight of the traicking errors in the payoff constraints at time t; 

wdt = Weight of the errors of Delta constraints at time f; 

wgt = Weight of the errors in the Gamma constraints at time <; 

Decision Variables 

ZCtisj = Amoimt of type j option to expire in period i held in portfolio 

at period t for scenario s; 

ZFtia = Amount of currency future held at period t to expire at i; 

Eppst — Positive deviation variables of the payoff constraint in the period t 

for scenario s; 

Epn,t = Negative deviation variables of the payoff constraint at the period t 

for scenario s; 
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Ed,t = Slack variables of the Delta hedging constraint in the time period t 

for scenario s; 

Egst = Slack variables of the Gamma hedging constraint in the time period 

t for scenario s; 

costfs = Accumulated cost up to period t in setting up and maintaining the 

tracking portfolio for scenario s; 

YCBtiai = Amoimt purchased in the period t of type j option to expire in 

period i for scenario s; 

YCStisj = Amoimt sold in period t of type j option to expire in period 

i for scenario 5; 

YFBtia = Amount purchased in period t of currency future to expire 

in period i; 

YFStis = Amount sold in period t of currency future to expire in period i. 

3.2.2 Super Option Payoff Hedging Model 

The proposed option hedging model mimics the rollover hedging used in option 

hedging and replication in the financial markets. However, unlike traditional option 

hedging methods in which portfolio rebalancing decisions are based only on the 

current realization of random factors, optimization models which produce scencirio 

dependent optimal solutions incorporate the whole picture of future imcertainty into 

the hedging process by using scenarios and scenario tree to describe the uncertainty. 
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In our model setting, a problem will be decomposed into many subproblems based 

on each scenario with the goal to optimally track the payoffs of a target currency 

option at each time period with minimum cost. A portfolio with bonds and assets 

has a low degree of leverage so the average capital investment during the hedging 

process will be high. The short-term American options and futures used in the 

option hedging model with high a degree of leverage will keep investment low in the 

hedging process. Short-term options also have asymmetric return which will reduce 

the intensity of trading. Short-term options and futures traded in the exchange 

markets possess good liquidity and are easy to be transferred with low transaction 

costs and predictable prices. However, because short-term options and futures have a 

very short lifetime, the portfolio rebaJance has to be made frequently. If reinvestment 

is not allowed during the middle of the hedging process, the initial portfolio will have 

to accumulate very laxge number of vaxious securities. Some of options will be in the 

money in some scenarios and out of the money in others. But future contracts may 

even lose money in some scenarios. So 2in initial portfolio with a large number of the 

call options and futures is not a good hedging strategy in rollover hedging. Investors 

may prefer to increase or decrease their capital investment during the hedging process 

with the change of the market environment. In our option hedging model, the cost 

or profit which will pay or earn interests at each time period is accumulated from the 

beginning to the terminal period. The model in this section requires that the payoffs 

of the hedging portfolio should be greater thcin or equal to the payoffs of the target 
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option at each node of a scenario tree. This requirement includes the probabilities 

of scenarios from the model because of the introduction of the reinvestment. 

The objective function minimizes the terminal expected hedging cost and it is 

the objective function for the entire problem. It is stated mathematically as 

s 
min P^costss-i- (3.10) 

a=l 

The objective function for each decomposed scenario subproblem includes only the 

corresponding terminal cost. 

The payoff constraint stipulates that simi of the payoffs from the short-term 

options ajid futures in the portfolio should be greater than or equal to the payoff 

of the target option in the next time period under the various scenarios branching 

from the current node in a scenario tree. Figure 3.4 shows two successive nodes in a 

scenario tree. A rebalanced portfolio based on the random factors at the first node 

YC 

YF 
cost 

ZC, ZF 
YC cost 

rd, rf 
YF ZC, ZF 

cost 

ZF,ZC 

rd, rf 

Figure 3.4: Successive nodes in a scenario tree. 

should have the same payoff as that of the target option at the second node before 

being rebalanced. The first term in the payoff constraint (3.11) is the payoffs from 
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the options in the portfolio, Msuming that KCunj is the strike prices of em option 

(where t < i). We should notice that the values of American options which are 

not mature are usually greater than their payoffs unless eajly exercise is optimum. 

The second term in the constrJiint is the payoffs of the future contracts at the next 

time period which are the differences between the future prices at the current node 

and the future prices at the next time period for all the futures in the portfolio. 

The term at the right haad side is the payoff of the target option at the next time 

period. Eprist is the slack variables in the payoff constraints which measures the 

payoff surplus of the hedging portfolio over the target option. The constraint for 

each scenario subproblem is formed as 

t+r Jn t+T 

53 53 ~ ̂ Ctinj)ZCtisj + 53 ~ Et+l,in+)ZFtl3 
i=t+l j=l i=t+l 

> max(0, -  K T ) X T ,  (Vn € A/".). (3.11) 

Cost Constraints 

The cost constraints account for the accumulated capital investment or profit at 

each scenario node in which the cash inflow and cash outflow should be balajiced. 

The cost or profit will pay or earn interest with the interest rate from the current 

node to the next node. The first term in the cost constraint (3.12) is cash outflow for 

buying newly traded options at the current node which also includes the transaction 

cost in buying the options. The second term is the cash inflow transaction from 

exercising expired options for those options finishing in the money. The third term 
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is also the cash inflow tremsaction from exercising those options of which the critical 

prices is lower than the spot exchange rate at the current node. For all the options 

in the tracking portfolio, the critical exchange rates will be calculated through (3.3). 

The fourth term accounts for the transaction cost when buying newly traded futures. 

The fifth and sixth terms are the cash inflow and outflow of selling and buying the 

options already traded in the market to rebalance the hedging portfolio. The seventh 

and eighth terms are cash outflow of transaction costs in buying and selling existing 

futures. The ninth term accounts for the loss or gain from exercising future contracts 

expired at the current node. Unlike options, future contracts axe the obligation to 

make the exchanges at a strike price. The tenth term reflects cash inflow or outflow 

from the marking-to-market of the currency future held in the portfolio which is 

approximated by one time period marking-to-market. The next term is the present 

value of the cost accumulated up to the previous time period costt-i,a. It can be 

negative or positive because of the self-financing nature of this tracking strategy. 

The last term is the total cost accimiulated up to the current node after the portfolio 

being rebalanced. 

C't,t+T,ni(l + 9c)ZCt,t+T,jj ~ Il/=i niajc(0, Etn — KCt-\,tnj)ZCt-\,t3j 

~ — J^Ctinj)ZCt-l,i3j + qf FtrnZFtrs 

+ -F qc)YCBus: -  Cunii^ + qc)YCSus: 

+ qfFtinYFBus + qfFunYFSu, 

~ {Etn — Ft-l,tn)ZFt-l^ta — Ei=r+l^(-^<tn+ — Ft-l,in)ZFt-i,is 
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+ Dt-UaCOStt-i^ — costta = ̂  Vt,S (3.12) 

At the first time period, the accumulated cost is zero; there are no marking-to-market 

cash flows for the future contracts; there is no portfolio rebalancing cost; there are 

no options exercised at the begiiming. So the cost constraint at the first period is 

much simpler than the preceding one; 

Jn T 

^ C'l.mjCl + qc)ZCusj -  COSti,a = 0 V 5. (3.13) 
i=i t=2 

Portfolio Rebalance Constraints 

As the random vaxiables change from node to node, the hedge parameters of the 

target option are also varying with the random variables. Some options and futures 

in the portfolio expire at the current node and some are exercised early based on the 

corresponding critical exchange rate. All those suggests that the portfolio needs to 

be rebalanced. The portfolio rebalance comprises buying and selling future contracts 

and the options in the portfolio. The current amoimt of a specific security is equal 

to the sum of the purchase or the sale of the security and the amount of the security 

at the previous time period of the same scenario. The rebalance for an option is 

ZCtisj = ZCt-ua: + YCBusj - VCStisj- (3.14) 

The rebalcince of each future contract is defined as 

ZFtiaj = ZFt-i^iaj + YF Btiaj — YF Stiaj- (3.15) 
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Quantity Constraints 

The quantity constraints are used to prevent speculations during the tracking 

process by imposing an upper limit on the total number of futures and options held 

in the portfolio during the hedging process. The constraint will limit the maximum 

capital investment at each node due to the optimization model setting: 

t+T J 
£; (53 ZCti,i + ZFtis) < XT (3.16) 

i=t+i j=i 

Non-Anticipativity Constraints 

The non-anticipativity constraints reflect how decisions are made according to the 

sequential nature of information about the future. Suppose that several scenarios 

pass through the same nodes from period 1 up to period t. The decisions made at 

those common nodes can not be distinguished from each other because each sce

nario has the same information at those nodes. We impose the non-anticipativity 

constraints that decisions in any scenarios which have the same nodes from the be

ginning up to period t should be the same from the beginning up to the time period t. 

The non-amticipativity constraints eire not explicitly formulated in the mathematical 

model. The constraints are described in the scenario tree and are implicitly enforced 

when updating the dual variables of the model during the iterations. 
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3.2.3 Cost-PayofF Option Hedging Model 

Although reinvestment is incorporated in the previous model to reduce the 

expected cost and the model becomes a stochcistic prograimning one, the hedging 

cost can still be reduced further by edlowing payoff shortfall. Sometimes an investor 

may be wiUing to sacrifice the payoffs in some scenarios to reduce the expected 

hedging costs as a whole. The payoff shortfall will show up and be penalized in 

the objective function. We need to balance the weights of cost and payoff shortfalls 

which to some extent reflect an investor's risk aversion attitude in the option hedging. 

Here, we put small payoff weights in the begirming periods and large weights in the 

terminal periods with the intention to increase the investment in the later stages. The 

disadvantage of the setting is that it may encourage speculation during the hedging 

and cause great profits in some scenarios cmd big payoff shortfall in other scenarios. 

So some non-linear utility functions may be needed to avoid such speculation. We 

modify the previous model by introducing the payoff shortfall variables into the 

objective fimction and the payoff constraints. The objective function becomes 

s T 
min 53 Ps[Di,T-i,sCosts,T-i + 

4=1 t=l 

where Epp is payoff shortfall variable and wp is the weights for the shortfall 

variables. The weight for the cost is set to one. 

The payoff constraints are modified as 

53 max(0, En',t+l — KCtini)ZCtisi 4- (^tm ~ Et+l,in')ZFtls 
»=t+l J=1 «=t+l 

+ Eppst - Epn^t = max(0, fJt+i.n' - KT)XT, (n € 
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The Eppat term in a payoff constrain allows payoff shortfalls to happen along the 

scenario paths, which is then penalized in the objective function. This model should 

be useful to those investors who plax:e more emphasis on the option profit line instead 

of the payoff line. 

3.2.4 Simulation-Based Option Hedging Model 

The more time stages a problem has, the more accurate the numerical option 

valuation will be. In our option hedging model, the optimal hedging strategy will be 

more complete and accurate with the increase of time stages. However, more time 

stages imply more decision variables and scenarios which will grow exponentially 

with the increase of time stages. Although many stochastic programming algorithms 

can be used to solve these models with relatively large size, some problems may 

become so large that we may not be able to find deterministic algorithms to solve it. 

To resolve this conflict, we propose a simulation-based option hedging optimization 

model in which the distributions of scenarios and a scenario tree are approximated 

by the scenario sample frequencies and a sampled scenario tree. A sampled scenario 

aggregation algorithm is proposed to solve the sampling option hedging model. Since 

we use a sampled problem to approximate a large scenario problem, it is inevitable 

that some scenarios may not be sampled during the sampling procedure and may 

not be included in the computation. Thus, the missing scenarios may turn out to 

have very bad payoffs and hedging costs with the option hedging strategy obtained 

from the sampled problem. To reduce such kind of result caused by sampling, we 
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require not only the payoff but cJso some hedge parameters tracking the target option 

in the model. Hedge parameter tracking provides some sort of insurance for the 

better payoff of unsampled scenarios of which the missing nodes usuzJly take place 

close to the terminal period. Equal hedge parameters wiU keep the payoff of the 

hedging portfolio from deviating from the payoff of a target option too far at the 

next node. If the next node is not a terminal node, the investor will still be able to 

finish hedge strategy with the current hedging portfolio which has payoffs and hedge 

parameters very close to those of the target option. The hedge parameter hedging, 

like Delta hedging method which tracks a target option, heis been extensively used in 

financial markets for risk management. If the interval for each time period decrease, 

the payoff of the parameter hedging method wiU converge to a target option. The 

simulation-based option hedging model proposed here incorporates the parameter 

hedging method with the payoff tracking strategy to improve the overall hedging 

performance in the continuous market situation. When the interval of each time 

period is short, the changes of interest rates usually have smaller effects than the 

change of exchange rate to the value of an currency option, so we only include Delta 

and Gamma hedge parameters tracking constraints in the model. The objective 

function of the simulation model minimizes not only the expected cost aind payoff 

shortfall but also the tracking errors of parameter Delta and Gamma at each node. 

The parameters wd and wg aire the weights for the tracking errors of Delta and 

Gamma respectively. In the numerical experiment, we study how the weights in the 

objective function will affect the optimal solution obtained. 
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The Delta hedging constraints reflect that the sum of the Delta ratios of options 

ajid futures rebalaiiced should be equal to the delta ratio of the target option at the 

current node. The Delta of futures is assumed to be one and the Delta of short-term 

option can be obtained from the market price or a special option valuation model 

the investor believes. 

t+T 

E { E + aLzFu.) + Ed,, = AlXT, V t,s. (3.18) 
t=f+l jiMtn 

where Edts is aji unrestricted slack variable. 

The Gamma hedging constraints reflect that the Ganmia of the tracking 

portfolio should be equal to the Gamma of the target option. The Gammeis of 

futures axe zero, so we only need to concern with the options in the portfolio. The 

derivation of the Gammas of the short-term options and the target option should 

be consistent with how to obtain the Deltas of the short-term option. The Gamma 

hedging constraint takes the form 

t+T 

E '£^ti.i^C,i.i + Egu = TlXT, Vt,s. (3.19) 
t=t+l j^M 

where Egta is unrestricted tracking error variable. If we use a binomial tree to gener

ate the currency exchange rate, we may be able to generate Delta and Gamma hedge 

parameters both for the target option and short-term options bcised on the binomial 

tree. However, with multi-dimensional uncertainty in the currency option market, 

evaluating Delta and Gamma hedge parameters is relatively difficult. Besides, if the 

interval of each time period decreases, the Deltas and Gammas from discrete model 

will converge to those from the continuous model. So it is reasonable to use the 
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Deltas and Gammas derived from the continuous model to approximate those Deltas 

and Gammas in a discrete model. In the literature, it is customary to use the Delta 

and Gamma from continuous mode in their discrete simulations. 

Other constreiints are the same as those in the model presented in the previous 

subsection. This model is used to pursue the best profit in the hedging process. 

We can also modify the model to pursue the best payoiF matching by deleting the 

shortfall variable Epp from the above objective function and payoff constraints to 

keep the payoff of hedging portfolio above the payoff line of the target option. The 

non-ajiticipativity constraints which are formulated during the sampling process are 

used to relate all scenario subproblems decomposed in our model setting. 

Objective Function 

The objective function reflects the intention of tracking the target option as close 

as possible in payoff and hedge parameters with minimum cost. The objective of this 

hedging model of which the optimal solution is a compromise between the payoff of 

option tracking and the cost of trax:king has four terms: the expected shortfall error 

in tracking payoff, the expected Delta tracking error, the expected Gamma track

ing error, the expected cost of setting up and dynamically rebalancing the tracking 

portfolio. The assignment of the weight to each of the item becomes very important 

with this type of multi-objective function. If we take the present value of the cost as 

the basis, then we should determine how much the one unit deviation of the payoff 

tracking «md the gaps of hedging parameters would be in terms of the weight of costs. 
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Generally the weight for each term in the objective function depend on the proper

ties of a specific problem and the preferences of the decision mjJcers. For the payoff 

tracking errors, we recommend that greater weight be put on the later stages than 

earlier stages. The reeison for this is that we are hedging the amount of currency up 

to N periods, and we wish to emphasize the payoff of the option in the last period. 

In the numerical example, several set of weights are tested to see how the weights 

affect the optimiil solution. In the objective function, the costs axe discounted to 

the present value with respect to the interest rate under different scenarios. The 

mathematical expression of the objective function is 

s T 
min ̂  Ps[Di,T-i,sCost,^T-i + Y^{wptEpp,t + wdtE<]^,t + wgtEglt)]. (3.20) 

5=1 t=l 

3.3 Conclusion 

The terminal cost term in the objective function can also be replaced by a utility 

function which best describes an investor risk aversion about the costs. Compared 

with the optimization model proposed by Edirisinghe et al., this hedging model re

duces the importance of initial portfolio through the introduction of reinvestment. 

Thus, various securities can be included in the hedging portfolio to enhance the 

hedging capacity. The introduction of reinvestment also will decrease the expected 

cost for investors since the cost will be adapted for different scenario passes. The 

mathematical model of the simulation-based option hedging problem is a stochastic 

optimization problem with a quadratic objective function. By combining the ex-

chjinge rate, the interest rates and other random factors together, we will obtain a 
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complete scenario tree. Conceptually speaking, a problem with a complete scenario 

tree could be solved with various detenninistic stochastic progremfiming methods. 

However, due to the presence of multiple stochastic processes of those random fac

tors, the size of the scenarios in a hedging problem will become so large that the 

problem is intractable regardless of the choice of algorithm. In the following chap

ters we will discuss a sampling-based procedure to obtain a statistical approximation 

of the optimal solution of the problem. 
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CHAPTER 4 

Review of Stochastic Programming Algorithms 

4.1 Introduction 

It is usually assumed that ail parameters in a deterministic optimization model 

are known. However, it is rare that a problem has no random parameters in real

ity. Sometimes sensitivity analysis or pairametric programming analysis may be used 

to check the impact of smeiil stochastic disturbances on the optimal solutions or the 

objective values, which is far from enough in coping with the dynamical random prob

lem in practice. Most financial decision problems au'e in uncertain environment and 

deterministic solutions which axe inappropriate for risk-averse investors may lead 

to disastrous outcomes when certain random events are realized. Stochastic pro

gramming which provides an approach to handle these optimization problems under 

uncertziinty began in the late 50's by Dantzig [14], Beale [2], Chames and Cooper [11]. 

Compared with traditional optimization methods, a stochastic programming prob

lem will often lead to a mathematical programming model of nontrivial size which 

can cause computational difficulties. With advances both in the theory and compu

tational techniques for stochastic programming, there has been substantial progress 
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in the capability for solving large scale problems. Currently stochastic program-

tning has been applied to the areas like tramsportation [44], resource allocation [46], 

networks [57], finance [39], [9], economics [55], etc. Many stochastic programming 

models and algorithms have been developed because each stochastic programming 

application problem may have its own special model structure ajid require a special 

stochastic programming algorithm for solving the model. In this chapter, we will 

review various types of stochastic programming formulations eind some prominent 

algorithms developed in the stochastic progrcimming airea. 

4.2 Stochastic Programming Formulations 

The General Mathematical Model 

The general formulation of stochastic programming model given by Wets [58] is 

min E { f { x ,  u ) }  

s.t. E { g i { x , u ) }  < 0 ,  t  =  l , . . . , / ,  

= 0, : = m, 

X 6 X C R". (4.1) 

where 

• a; is a vector of random variables with sample space C R^; 

• P is a probability measure on 
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• /: R" X n —»• RU {+00}; 

• gii R" X 12, —• R, z = 1,..., fc; 

• X is a closed set; 

• E{hi{x,uj)} = S^hi{x,u)P{dt:j). 

The probability mecisure P of a problem may be a continuous measure if 12 is an un

countable set. The problem statement is quite general eind can be divided into various 

categories based on their structures and features. In this section, we mainly review 

chance-constrained, multi-stage and recourse properties in stochastic programming 

formulation. 

a. Chance-Constrained Formulation 

A cheince-constraint model is defined by Prekopa [48] as a model which has proba

bility constraints. Suppose h{x, a) < 0 is a constraint which is allowed to be violated 

with probability at most or. Then this chance constraint can be expressed as: 

P[h{x,u)) < 0] > 1 — a. (4-2) 

A solution X which satisfies the constraint (4.2) will have probability at least 1 — a 

that h{x,Q) < 0 holds. In the absence of some assimiptions on P, this type of 

constraint (4.2) causes the feasible set to become non-convex, thus increasing the 

computational complexity. Furthermore, the chance-constraint stochastic program

ming formulation [16] neither penalizes reahzed constraint violations nor provides 

recourse to such possible constraint violations after the decision has been made. If 
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investors are very risk-averse, they will not apply this type of formulation to their 

financial problems because these types of models do not incorporate market risks in 

modeling. 

b. Recourse Formulation 

Recourse formulations which relate decisions to be made and the uncertainties in 

the future are the most widely used stochastic programming models in practical ap

plications and have been studied extensively in research. A stochastic programming 

model is called anticipative if cdl the solutions are anticipative. That is, solutions de

pend on observations of future uncertainties. Anticipative models are commonly seen 

in static models where decision maicers make decision now cmd wait to see what will 

happen in the future without updating their decisions. A recourse model combines 

anticipative decisions and adaptive decisions together in a multi-stage stocheistic 

programming model. 

We can view a recourse model as a decision-making model on a scenario tree. The 

first stage decision is not affected by the future observations of the uncertainties. De

cisions in later stages depend on the observations of future uncertainties. A recourse 

fimction in the objective function at e<ich stage is used to penalize discrepancies in 

the later stage caused by the decisions maide in the previous stages. For example, 

the extensively studied two-stage stochastic programming model has the form 

minz = cz -f E{q{x^Cj)} 

s.t. Ax = b 
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x e x  (4.3) 

where 

q{x,ijj) = nun{5rylW^(u;)y = A(u;) - T{(jj)X , y € Y). (4.4) 

The first-stage decision x is made before the random outcome of Cb axe observed, 

and then the corrective action or recourse decision y is determined with rajidom 

observation uj. The recourse cost £'{9(z,a;)} appears in the first-stage objective 

function as the penalty term. Let 

The two-stage problem is s«iid to possess the complete recourse property if AC2 = i?" 

and relatively complete recourse if /C2 D /Ci. If = [/,—/], then the problem is 

called a simple recourse problem. The recourse in our option tracking model is the 

major difference from the option valuation model [13] and commonly used hedging 

methods in the financial markets in which there axe no recourse penalty during the 

decision mciking processes. 

c. Multi-Stage Problems Formulation 

Many stochastic programming models represent dynamical multi-period decision

making process. Based on the special time structure of a decision-making process, 

a multi-stage model can be formulated, in which the niunber of the stages can be 

K.2 := {x 6 IV^\E{Q{ X , CJ )  <  00}, (4.5) 

ACi := {x € = 6, i e X } .  
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different from the number of time periods of the corresponding problem, e.g. a two-

stage model can represent a problem with three, four or even more time periods. 

We may assume that the decision can only be made at end of each business day, 

week or even month though the decision of a finjincial planning problem can be 

made and implemented anytime when the financial markets are open. A multi-stage 

model can be decomposed according either to its time stage or to its scenarios. If 

a linear multi-stage stochastic programming models is formulated according to the 

time stages, then the first stage problem of a linear problem is 

min C\Xi + E{q2{xi,(jJ2)} 

s.t. AiX\ = 6i 

x\ 6 Xi (4.6) 

and the tth stage problem is 

= minciX,- -t- £^{9,+i(xf,u;,+i)} 

s.t. Ai{(jJi)xi < bi{ui) -

I. € Xi, (4.7) 

If a problem is decomposed according to the scenarios, then the non-anticipativity 

constraints axe added to the decomposed problem which describe the relations of 
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variables between the each scenario subproblem. However, the scenario decomposi

tion will increase the numbers of both constrziints and variables. 

4.3 Problem Approximation 

Approximation which affects the solution procedure «ind the quality of the solution 

to be derived sometimes is em importcint step when applying stochastic programming 

to an optimization problem under uncertainty. A discrete distribution is often used 

to approximate the continuous distributions so that certain stochastic programming 

can be applied. If P" denotes a probability measure approximating p, then King 

and Wets [33] proved that under certain conditions both for the probability measure 

function and /(a:), the sequence of approximations { E" will ept-converge to Ef 

almost surely, as the approximate measure converge to the true meansure 

P. Although there are some special proposed optimization methods dealing with 

continuous time optimization problems [40, 54], these methods are limited in their 

capability in solving large-sctde problems. A continuous distributed random problem 

is needed to be approximated by a discrete distributed random problem in order to 

apply stochastic programming to it. 

The more time periods and scenarios a problem has, the more decision variables 

there are. The numbers of scenarios and decision variables reflect the size of a 

problem. A large problem may be intractable in computation with any available 

stochastic programming algorithms available. Some compromises have to be made 
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between a good representation of a problem and the size of the stochastic program

ming model. Many researchers have worked on how to reduce the size of stochastic 

programming problem while still capturing some important properties of a problem 

in order to provide an efficient solution. Certain scenario generation techniques are 

employed to generate reduced size scenarios which still capture the important ran

dom nature of a problem [23]. Ccirino et aJ. [9] use a scenario reduction technique to 

simplify a scenario tree. They also reduce the number of time periods in a stochastic 

programming problem by imevenly dividing the time periods for the entire planning 

period. Klaassen [34] proposed a time aggregation and disaggregation method in 

which nimiber of time period is reduced initially and then expanded during the solu

tion procedure. In this dissertation, some of the techniques mentioned axe adopted in 

generating scenarios and setting up the time stages for the stochastic programming 

model proposed here. 

4.4 Stochastic Programming Algorithms 

4.4.1 Deterministic Algorithms 

Stochastic programming algorithms can be classified into deterministic aJgorithms 

jmd sampling algorithms. In a deterministic algorithm, all random events and their 

probabilities are assumed to be known and fixed. A stochastic programming model 

is formulated with the subproblems corresponding to all random outcomes. Quite 

often, the size of these models axe so large that it is intractable for the conventional 
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optimization methods available. Various stochastic programming algorithms are de

veloped to decompose a large-scale problem with various structures into one master 

problem and mauiy subproblems and the solution procedure contains iteration pro

cesses. 

a. L-Shaped Algorithm 

Van Slyke and Wets [52] proposed the L-shaped algorithm to solve two-stage linear 

recourse stochastic programming problems. Suppose a problem cam be formulated 

as 

min Z  = C I X I  -t- P1C21X21  -f . . . -t- PNC2NX2N 

s.t. AjZi = 61, 

A12X1 + A21X21 = ^1? 

^In^l "I" A2n^2n ~ 

ii > 0, X2j > 0, y = l,2,...,n. 

It then can be decomposed into a first stage problem with only xi decision variable 

and a recourse function from the second stage objective function and the second 

stage subproblems correspond to the remdom events of a problem. The two-stage 

formulation is 

minz = cixi + 

s.t. AiXi = 61, 

X: > 0, (4.8) 
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where 

q{xi,u}) = miiiC2(u;)x2 

s.t. A2(u;)x2 = b2{<^) — Ai2{cj)xi, 

X2 > 0. 

E{q{xi,u})} is the expected recourse function which is convex. The u; stands for the 

uncertain events indexed a.s n in (4.8). The dual of the second stage problem (4.9) is 

The L-shaped algorithm uses a set of affine cuts to approximate the convex function 

Eq{xi,Lj). The cuts axe added to the constraints of the first stage linear prograxmning 

problem. If the problem does not possess the relatively complete recourse property, 

some feasibility cuts will be added to the constraints of the master problem. The 

revised first-stage problem during the iteration is 

?(xi,u;) = maxx[62(w) — Ai2iijj)xi] 

s.t. 7r/42(a;) < C2. (4.9) 

minciii + 6 

s.t. : AiXi = 61 

D k X i  >  d k  (4.10) 

EkXi + ^ > Cfc. (4.11) 
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(4.10) are feasibility cuts added when certain xi causes some second-stage problems 

infeasible. (4.11) are optimality cuts which are obtained through following equations, 

L 

1=1 
L 

= (4.12) 
1=1 

where xik is the solution of (4.9) at the iteration k for the random outcome I. As the 

number of iteration increases, the size of the first stage problem will grow very fast 

since each iteration generates one optimal or feasible cut. However, the edgorithm 

which proves to be very efficient requires a linear objective function for the problem, 

which limits the application capability of this algorithm to various nonlinear function 

problems. 

This algorithm has also been extended to multi-stage lineax stochastic program

ming models [3]. At each stage, the problem is a nested two-stage problem described 

in (4.8). The solution at each stage is passed downward to a corresponding next 

stage subproblem and the optimal or feasible cuts axe appended upward from last 

stage to the first stage. The number of subproblems at each time period will be very 

large and some other computationed techniques like parallel computation caji be used 

to improve the computational time. Since the solutions in the later time stages are 

determined by the solutions passed from the earlier time stages, the solutions in the 

beginning stages are dependent on the cuts appended from the later stages. The 

speed of convergence relies on the exchange of the appending up cuts and passing 
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down solutions. As the stages increase, the cotiununication will become less efficient, 

and the progress of iterations will get slower. We also should notice the growing 

needs for memory as number of appended cuts increase. 

b. Diagonal Quadratic Algorithm (DQA) 

Mulvey and Ruszczynski [42] introduced a diagonal quadratic decomposition algo

rithm to solve multi-period stochastic programming problems. Unlike the L-shaped 

algorithm which decompose the problem by time stages, this method decomposes the 

problem based on scenarios, which requires non-anticipativity constraints in the for

mulation. They creatively propose a way to form the non-anticipativity constraints 

by some equality relations based on the order of scenarios and the number of periods 

which they share the same information from the beginning. Suppose this type of 

non-anticipativity constraints can be represented as 

X = Ux (4.13) 

and denote 

Xi = {x,- : AiXi = 6,-, X,- > 0} 1 = 1,..., S. (4.14) 

Then the augmented Lagrangian dual of the problem is: 

1=1 

X {  ^  ^  —  l , . . . , i S ' .  (4.15) 

The last term in the objective function is not separable, otherwise, the entire prob

lem is separable. They use a quadratic approximation which is separable to replace 
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the cross-products of the queidratic term in (4.15) in the neighborhood of certain 

point such that the entire problem becomes separable. The DQA iteration is almost 

the same as in the augmented Lagrangicui algorithm. As the iterations reach certain 

point, TT is then fixed, and the decomposition technique mentioned is used in solving 

(4.15) to get a feasible solution of (4.15) and (4.14). Then the augmented Lagrangian 

algorithm will be used to get a new point. Compared with other similar algorithms, 

the way to represent the non-anticipativity constraint in this algorithm may improve 

the structure of a model. 

c. Scenario Aggregation Algorithm. 

The scenario aggregation algorithm proposed by Rockafellar and Wets [51] which can 

solve both linear and nonlinear convex stochastic programming problems is a very 

flexible algorithm for stochastic progranaming problems. Like the DQA, the models 

are decomposed along scenarios instead of time stages. The scenario bundles are 

used to represent the non-anticipativity constraints. The decision variables within 

the same scenario bundle are equal for different scenario subproblems. The algorithm 

proposed in this dissertation is based on this algorithm and it will be reviewed in 

detail in the next chapter. 

4.4.2 Sampling-Based Algorithms 

When a problem has a very large number of random outcomes, it may be computa-

tioneJly intractable even with a sophisticated super computer. Some approximation 
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techniques may be necessary to solve those kind of problems to obt«iin approxi

mated optimal solution. A sampling-based algorithm which incorporates sample ob

servations into the solution procedure may be a good choice to get an approximate 

solution of a practical problem. Another advantage of using sampled data is that it 

can be easily accommodated when historical data is available. The most prominent 

sampling algorithms developed so fau- in stochastic programming are stochastic de

composition (SD) algorithm and stochastic quasi-gradient algorithm. 

a. Stochastic decomposition algorithm 

A stochastic decomposition algorithm proposed by Higle and Sen [28] was intended 

to solve two-stage linear stochastic problems (4.9). However, the expected recourse 

function Eq is replaced by a sample mean recourse function. In the algorithm, it is 

assumed that the corresponding dual constraints in (4.9) have no random parameters. 

Suppose the entire extreme set is known, the optimal solution can be obtained by 

selecting one extreme point from the extreme set instead of solving the problem. 

In the sampling algorithm, a growing set of extreme points is accumulated during 

the iteration process. When a new first-stage solution is passed down to the second 

stage, one new sample is drawn and a corresponding second-stage dual problem is 

solved and the new extreme point is added to the extreme point set. The algorithm 

does not directly solve all second-stage problems with a new xi but chooses the 

best TT from the extreme set for each sample u;, and current xi. The coefficients of 

the new derived cut is the approximated sample mean with the current xi, extreme 
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point set axid u; accumulated so f<ir. Since it is sampling aJgorithm combined with 

the approximation in generating optimal cuts, it is unavoidable that some optimal 

cuts axe not tight or axe invalid. To correct the invalid cuts generated during the 

early iterations, the algorithm uses the following equations to gradually phiise out 

the invalid cuts. Suppose aj' + is the cut generated at time t and has been 

modified up to time v. Then at the time i/ + I this cut is updated to: 

• 

^ • 

The SD algorithm solves fewer second-stage problems than the L-shaped algorithm. 

As more samples are drawn, the probability distribution is refined, and more random 

events and extreme points axe accumulated in the sample data and extreme point 

set respectively. The cut formed will become more accurate with less computation. 

However, because of the approximation approach in formulating cuts, many redun

dant cuts may be generated, and the size of the constraints in first-stage may become 

very large. The algorithm needs to delete redundant cuts during the iterations by 

updating the first-stage problem. Because of the way in generating optimality cuts, 

the algorithm requires a non-stocheistic A2 matrix (4.9), which limits its capability 

for application. Higle, Lowe and Odio [25] developed a modified stochastic decompo

sition algorithm in which there are multiple cuts appended to master problem in each 

iteration which axe based on the extreme point set and the sample data accumulated 

up to the current iteration. We cjm expect that in the modified aJgorithm the size 
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of the first stage problem will grow more quickly in the iterations than the origin<J 

algorithm. 

b. Stochastic Quasi-Gradient Method 

Another sampling ailgorithm mentioned extensively in stochastic programming is 

stochastic quasi-gradient method ( see Ermoliev [19]). This algorithm, like the sce

nario aggregation algorithm, can be applied both to linear and non-linear problems 

as long as the objective function is convex function and the feasible set is a compact 

convex set. Suppose the stochastic optimization model is 

min E{f(x,uj)} 

s.t. ® € X C R". (4-16) 

The updating formula during the iteration is: 

x^+i = prjx[x., - (4.17) 

prjxiy] stands for the projection of y onto the set X. The iterations will converge if 

the following conditions are satisfied: 

(1) E { f { x ' , u ) ) }  -  E { f { x ' ' , u ; )  >  -xj) + 

is stochastic quasi-gradient o f  E f  at x„. 

(2)  €  d E f { x ' ' )  asymptotically. 
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(3) 

00 

P u > 0 ,  Y ^ p u  =  0 0  
i/=0 

£ E{pu\lA + pIUA?) < oo 
i/=0 

holds (wpl). The iteration points x„ will converge to the optimal solution x' with 

probability one. The conditions imposed in the algorithm is not very restrictive and 

the algorithm itself looks very simple. However, the projection computation can be 

difficult if the set X is very complicated. The iteration process is a random walk in 

the beginning because the quasi-gradient is random vaxiable due to the sampling 

nature of the algorithm. From our computational experience, we observed that the 

iteration could take a long time before stabilizing toward solution. 

4.5 Sensitivity and Optimality Analysis. 

The statistical analysis of a solution obtained is especially importajit in sajnpling 

aJgorithms because it is quite likely that the samples drawn may not represent the 

true distribution of the solved problem. We sometimes want to know the statistical 

confidence of the solution, or do some post-optimality analysis with respect to the 

solution obtained. Morton [41] developed the stopping rule with certain statisticeil 

confidence for some edgorithms with the gaps between the upper and the lower bounds 

being a normal or asymptotically normed distribution. Higle and Sen [27] introduced 
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bootstrap methods to test statistical satisfaction of the Kuhn-Tucker condition with 

the solution obtained. 

With a very laxge size problem, sometimes we need to eliminate some rajidom 

outcomes from the problem to improve the computational eflBciency. Dupacova [17] 

introduced various ways to delete scenarios which do not have significant impact on 

the optimal solution in order to keep the computation tractable. She suggested sev

ered approaches to redistribute probabilities to the remaining scenaxios with respect 

to the solution procedure being used after deleting of some scenarios. 

Another issue which has been addressed in stochastic programming research is 

related to both modeling and sensitivity anedysis. When a solution is obtained, 

we should know how robust the solution is under various rajidom events. Mulvey, 

Vanderbei  and  Zenios  [44]  proposed  the  robus t  opt imiza t ion  formula t ion  for  the  

stochastic programming which intends to find a solution which not only minimizes 

the objective function of the problem to be solved but edso has the smallest variance 

for the objective values under all scenarios. Robust optimization concept is very 

important in the financiai planning. Investors axe risk averse and have insatiable 

desire for the profit. However, the specific manner in which they include variability 

in their model may lead investors to solution that is not consistent with maximum 

profit when all risks have been revealed. 
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4.6 Summary 

The aJgorithm presented in this dissertation is a sampling-based algorithm, which 

is an extension of the deterministic scenzurio aggregation algorithm proposed by Rock-

afellar eind Wets. In the algorithm, a problem is decomposed based on scenarios 

and some statistical approximations are made dnring the iteration process. We 

have incorporated veirious techniques in stochastic programming reviewed into our 

scunpling-based algorithm. 
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CHAPTER 5 

Scenario Aggregation Algorithm with Sampling 

5.1 Background: The Deterministic Scenario Aggregation Algorithm 

5.1.1 Problem Formulation 

The scenaxio aggregation algorithm was proposed by Rockafellar and Wets 

[51] to solve convex stochastic programming problems. Let s 6 5 represent scenario s 

in a set S for all scenarios of a problem; /,(x(s)), the objective function of a scenario 

s subproblem; and x(3), the policy to be adopted if scenario s is realized. 1(5) is a 

T stage vector of variables. A scenario subproblem is mathematically expressed as 

min/,(x(s)) 

s.t. x(s) € C, C R" 

x(s)  =  (x i (5) , . . .  x r (s ) )  6  R®* x  R^ ' . . .  x  R®^ 

where n=gi+...+gT. (5.1) 
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A multi-stage stochastic programming problem usually may have many scenarios 

and therefore many scenzirio subproblems which are related with each other by non-

einticipativity constraints. The entire problem is formulated by coordinating all sce

nario problems. Let p, denote the probability associated with scenarios and let 

F i X )  =  i : s e s P s M x { s ) ) .  

The stochcistic programming problem cem be defined as 

minF(A') 

s.t. x { s )  €  G  S ,  or { X  e  C), 

KX = 0. 

The objective function in the above problem is the expected value of the objective 

functions for all the subproblems. There axe two types of constraints in the main 

problem. One involves the constraints from the subproblem, denoted cis x(s) € C, 

for all s which will be represented either as an indicator function or explicitly as 

a collection of equalities and inequalities. The other collection of constraints are 

referred to as non-anticipativity constraints, fCX = 0, that coordinate the solutions of 

scenarios subproblems. The non-anticipativity constraints are described by scenario 

bundles which ensure that the decision variables of the scenarios in the same bundle 

are the Scime. Each scenario tree has its own scenario bundle which is determined 

by the structure of the scenario tree. Let X represents z(s) for all s, and at stage t 

{ t  ^ T )  t h e r e  a r e  5  v e c t o r  v a r i a b l e s .  X  c j m  b e  v i e w e d  a s  a  g e n e r a l l y  d e f i n e d  S  x  T  

matrix in which each element is a vector. The elements of the matrix in different 
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columns may have different dimensions, but the elements within the same column 

should have the same dimension. One row of X represents the decisions along one 

s c e n a r i o ,  a n d  a  c o l u m n  t o i X  r e p r e s e n t s  a l l  p o s s i b l e  s c e n a r i o  d e c i s i o n s  a t  t i m e  t  £ T .  

Let A\ denote the ith scenario bundle at time period t and xmt{A\) be the con

ditional mean of the scenario bundle at the time t and scenario bimdle i. Then, 

zm,(A|) = ^ P s X t { s ) l  Y i  P s -  (5.2) 
»eAj »eAj 

Let J" denote a mapping that provides the conditional mean calculated in (5.2) and 

let 

V  =  J X ,  (5.3) 

that is, u'(s) = xmt{A\) for all 5 6 AJ. Note that V is also a generally defined matrix 

with the same dimension auid scenario bundle structure as X. So within a scenario 

bundle, the values in V are identical. J" (which is linear mapping) is determined by 

the probabilities and bundle structure of the problem. Now define mapping fC as 

f C  =  I - J  (5.4) 

where I is the identity mapping. Let 

U = 1CX. 

Then U is also a generally defined matrix with the same structure and dimension 

X. Each element in U is the deviation of the corresponding element in X from the 

conditional mean of the corresponding scenario bundle. 
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Denote the feasible sets for variable X, V and U as: 

C  =  { X \  x { s )  e C s  s e  5}, (5.5) 

A r ^ { v \ j x  =  v } ,  (5.6) 

M = {U\/CX = U}. (5.7) 

Since the mapping J calculates the conditional mean of X along all scenario bundles 

and the mapping K. calculates the deviation from the conditional mean of the ele

ments of X for all scenario bundles, V € /J" has zero deviation from the conditional 

mean of its scenario bundles and the conditional means of a bundle in £/ 6 is 

zero. Thus, 

X = X - j x  +  JX = K:X + JX =  u  +  v ,  U e M ,  v e M .  (5.8) 

Now define a specific inner product operation for the decision variables X aad 

Y € C. < X,Y > will denote an inner product which is the sum of the commonly 

defined inner product of all elements X and Y times their corresponding probabilities, 

that is. 

J U  =  0  for U e M  

and 

K:V = 0 for V e A f .  

Note that X can be uniquely expressed as 

T 
(5.9) 

t aes 
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where xj(s)yt(s) is the scalar product of two vectors. Variables X, Y are said to be 

orthogonal to each other if < X,Y >= 0. Since the elements are equal within all 

scenario bundles in V and the conditional mean over each scenario btmdle in U is 

zero, it can be verified that 

< U,V >=< K:X,V >= 0, UeM, and V e ^ ^ .  (5.10) 

So U E M. and V E M are orthogonal or the set M and the set M. are orthogonal 

to each other. By the above equality, we have 

< X,KY >=< KX,ICY >=< ICX,Y> . (5.11) 

The constraints fCX = 0 in (5.2) means that the feasible region for the main problem 

is the intersection of sets Af and C. Notice that it is the non-anticipativity that makes 

the main problem inseparable. The problem (5.2) can be converted to a Lagrangian 

dueil problem as 

maxG(y) = maxminL(X,y) = mJixmin(F(X)+ < ]CX,Y >). (5.12) 
Y Y X Y X 

Letting W  =  K Y ,  then 

max<j(PV) = maxmin(L(A', W ) )  =  maxmin(F(A')+ <  X , W  > )  
W W X W X 

X g C ,  W e M .  (5.13) 

Here Y (which has the same dimension and structure as A") is the general Lagrange 

multiplier of the problem. < ICX, F > is the inner product just defined. W = 
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ICY 6 jM is the projected Lagrange multiplier which also heis the szune dimension 

and structure as X. 

5.1.2 Assumptions and Properties 

With the primal ajid dual problems formulated in the previous subsection, some 

assumptions about the objective ftmctions eind the feasible regions of all the sub-

problems are needed in order to apply the scenario aggregation algorithm. 

Assumption 5.1.1 (1) C, is non-empty, compact and convex for all s € S. 

(2) fs is locally Lipschitz continuous and convex, that is: 

N  f ^ { y ) \ <  M \ \ x - y \ \ ,  • W > o .  

(b) /.(Ax + (1 - \)y) < A/.(i) + (1 - A)/.(y) for A < 1. 

Definition 5.1.1 The normal cone of set C at x' is a set of vectors Nc, such that 

for any x € C and y € Nc, {x — x')^y < 0 always holds. 

Suppose int(jV DC) ^ <f>, and C is a convex eind compact set. Then there exists a 

X' € M nC which solves the problem (5.2). For the dual problem with maxG(W^), 

there exists a W such that solves the dual problem, or {X', W*) is the saddle point 

of the Lagrange duad and, 

- W  €  d F { X ' )  +  ̂ c ( X • ) ,  

W € M. (5.14) 
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5.1.3 Algorithm and Convergence 

The scenario aggregation algorithm uses proximal point iterations [50] to gen

erate a convergent sequence which has a limit point of (X*, W'). Then 

the dujil problem formulation with the proximal point term is 

M^GIW) = MM(MIN(F(*)+ < X,W > +^\\X - X,||^)), 

X€C, W €M. 

Let Xu satisfy scenario bundle constraints or the non-anticipativity requirements. If 

W ajid X„ are fixed, then the problem is separable emd we can solve each scenario 

subproblem with the proximal point term in the objective function. We obtain a 

solution X„+I which is in the set C but may not be necessary in the set A/". If we use 

J to map Xu+i to set M, then X^+i = J'X^+i. As shown by Rockafellar and Wets 

[51], if the dutd variable W is updated in the following way, the sequence of XT, and 

XU will converge to X*. The algorithm is as follows. 

• Step 0: Find optim£j solution for each scenario subproblem xo(-s)> and 

let VVo = 0 and i/ = 0 

• Step 1: Calculate the Xu = JXu and 

• Step 2: Solve eawrh subproblem for all s and x(s) € C, 

z„+i(s) € argmin{/,(x(s)) + x{s)'^w^{s) + f||x(s) - x</(5)|l^| 1(5) € C,} 

• Step 3: Optimality check: 
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if X„+i = Xu+i and X^+i = Xu, Then STOP 

else 

Wv+i = ^1/ -i" f(Xu+i — X„+i), (5.15) 

1/ *— u + I. Return to Step 1. 

The convergence of the algorithm is guaranteed because of the proximal point iter

ation of a concave-convex function embedded in the algorithm. Because the analysis 

and algorithm proposed in this dissertation are based upon the results obtained by 

Rockafellar and Wets [51], we will now summaxize some of their important results 

below. 

Definition 5.1.2 T is monotone operator if 

< T { x ) - T { y ) , x - y  > > Q .  (5.16) 

T is a maximal monotone operator with domain Z, if there does not exist another 

monotone operator with domain Z' such that Z C Z'. 

Let d f { x )  denote the sub-differential of a convex function /(x), then we have 

f { x )  >  f { y )  +  d f { y ) { x  -  y )  

From above inequality, we can derive 

<  d f { x )  -  d f { y ) , x - y > > 0 .  

Also, Rockafellar shows that d f { x )  is a maodm«iI monotone operator (see corollary 

31.5.2 of [50]). 

For a fimction F { X ,  W )  convex in X  and concave in W ,  the set 
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{ d F x ,  — d F w )  

is a maximai monotone operator. 

Consider a function /^(i) defined as follows, 

/.(x) = /(x) + §|lx-x.|p 

Letting 

6 argniin/i,(x). 

it follows that 

0 € r~^df{xu+x) + r(z^+i — a;„). 

or that, 

Xu € x^+i + r-^5/(x„+i). 

Since d f  is a monotone operator, we have 

11®"+! ^"W — ll^f 1| 

||X^+L - Z*||' < \\XU - X*||^ - ||XT,+I - X «l |2  

(5.17) 

(5.18) 

In (5.18), we have equality only if x^+i = = x*. So {||ari/ — x*||} is a strictly 

decreasing sequence and 0 is its limit. Hence the sequence converges to 0 and {x^} 

converges to x*. 

In { X ,  W )  space, a norm may be defined as 
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If W'" = r~^W^ then we have: 

IKX, 1^)11, = (||Xf + |l»'l|^)"^ (5.19) 

The concave-convex model in the algorithm is a projected saddle function defined 

as follows, 

1{V, W) = NUN{R-IF(A:)-^ < X,W > \X E C, X = U + V,V = JX,W,U ̂  M}. 

(5.20) 

Let be the unique saddle point of the regularized function lu{V^W) 

defined as 

(.(K, W) = /(K W) + i||V - V.F -\W- (5-21) 

Note that 

(0,0) € [(WK+i,W^.+i),-xm5w./.(K+i,W^.+i)] + (V;+i l^.+i) 

or (K - K+i, ) € r(K+i, W,+i) (5.22) 

where T  = (5v/, — d w l ) -  Since this is a maximal monotone operator, we have 

\\iK,W,)-{X',W')\\r > \\iK+x,W,+i)-iX\W)\\r. (5.23) 

Now if the scenario aggregation algorithm generates a sequence sat

isfying (5.22), the sequence will converge to a saddle point of (5.20) which is also 

equivalent to 

/ ( K  W )  =  v 3 ( K  U ) +  < U , W >  

where ip{V, U) = r-^F{X) -t- 6 c i X ) ,  
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V  u e M  

X = V + U. (5.24) 

Here, Sc is the indicator function of the set C. From the above we have 

d v K V , W )  =  d v p i V ^ U )  

du^{V,U) = -W (5.25) 

Since X = V + [/, [/and V are orthogonal to one another, we have 

dcpv(V, U) = dvl{V, W)-W (5.26) 

and 

dwKV, W) = U. (5.27) 

By using (5.22), (5.24), (5.26) and (5.27), it follows that at the point (K+i,^i/+i) 

we have 

= (5.28) 

and 

K - K+i - W,+i = r-'dFiK+i + - W,) + Nc(V,+i + - W,)- (5.29) 

From (5.15) in Step 3 of the aJgorithm we have 

W,+i = W  ̂+ r{X:,+i-X,+r) 

where X^+i = Vu+i and rW = W. (5.29) implies that 

- W , -  r(^,+i -  J X , )  €  d F { X u + i )  + Nc{X.+i) (5.30) 
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This is exactly the result of Step 1 in the algorithm. (5.30) shows JX^+i =• K+i, 

and (V^+i, is the saddle point of /„(V, W). The sequence {V^, W^} converges 

to {V*,\V*).  Since U' = = 0> it means that Xy converges to V. The 

above development shows that the scenario aggregation algorithm will converge to 

an optimal solution. 

5.2 Sampling Scenario Aggregation Algorithm 

In this section, the goai is to design and study the properties of an algorithm in 

which a sequence of sampled problems axe solved with some prescribed accuracy ajid 

then the sample size is increased. In this sense, the algorithm can be looked upon 

as being in the spirit of the inexact optimization suggested by Higle and Sen [26]. 

However, since the scenario aggregation algorithm is based on primal-dual steps, 

the analysis here is substantially different. We present the algorithm in two phases; 

first, we show the convergence of primal-dual iterates when each sampled problem is 

assumed to be solved exactly, then we present the algorithm which aJlows an inexact 

solution of the sampled problem. 

5.2.1 An Algorithm with Exact Sample Optimization 

Let n be the total number of samples; n,, the nimiber of scenario s, cind p" = ria/n 

as the sample frequency for the scenaurio s. Let 5" be the sampled set of scenarios 

with n scimples and X" denote the decision vciriable corresponding to the scenario tree 

when n samples have been drawn. AC" is a mapping that is defined in the same manner 
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as K except that p" replaces p,. Furthermore, the scenario bundles and the non-

anticipativity constraints used in defining AC" corresponds to the sampled scenario 

tree and sample frequencies. When total number of samples is n, the sampling 

problem is formulated as 

minF"(X") 

s.t. 

= 0, (5.31) 

where 

= Y. (5-32) 
565" 

Theorem 5.2.1 Let the number of scenarios in S be finite. Let X^' denote 

an optimal solution of the sampling problem (5.31), Then 3 UQ < oo such that 

for Vn > no, {X"*} is a sequence of points within the feasible region C r\ M wpl. 

Furthermore, as n —* oo, every accumulation point of the sequence is an optimal 

solution of the true expected value problem wpl. 

Proof; 

By definition, as n -+ cx), we have p" —* p, (wpl) 

Since the total number of scenarios is assumed to be finite, it follows that {5"} —*• S 

(wpl) and note that there exists a finite number no such that for all n > no, Ps > 

0 =4>- p" > 0 (wpl). Hence, for n > no, we may replace the variables by a variable 
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X. Let 

=  { V I J ^ ' X  =  V )  (5.33) 

Since {5"} —*• S (wpl)and S is finite, it follows that the sampled problems and 

the true expected value problem have the same scenario subproblems and the same 

scenario bundle structure. Hence, 

ICV = 0 holds for «my V € .A/"", n> TIQ . 

Similarly 

= 0 for tiny V £ > uq. 

By the above reasoning, we can see that M eind .A/"" refer to the same set. Hence, 

n > n o .  ( 5 . 3 4 )  

Thus the feasible region of the sampling problem is the same as that of the true 

expected vaJue problem. It follows that 

Z p : f M ' ) ) ^ ' I 2 p - f M ^ ) )  =  n x )  (u-pi). (5.35) 
s^s ses 

Following the epi-consistency result of King and Wets [33], we have 

epi F'^iX) epi F{X) (wpl). (5.36) 

We have that every accimiulation point is optimum. • 

Although Af ajid refer to the same set for large n, it should be noted that 
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J X  #  J ^ ' X .  

Nevertheless, one can show the following asymptotic property. 

Theorem 5.2.2 As n —* oo, —• J (wpl), and —* M. (wpl). 

Proof: 

JMi) = E p>.(s)/ •£ ?: (5.37) 
ieA\ seAi 

Since p" -+ p, (wpl), it follows that » J (wpl). Furthermore, 

\\KX - ICXW = \\X -JX -x-v J^'XW = WJ'^X - JX\\. (5.38) 

Hence, 

ll/CX — ^"X|| —* 0 wpl ais n —+ oo. 

For large n, = S and we can simply restrict our attention to X rather than A"". • 

The Lagrange dual of the sampling problem is: 

maxG"(Vr") 

s.t. X^C WeM" (5.39) 

where 

G ^ { W ) =  nun V { X ,  W )  =  nun F"(A')+ < X , W  > . (5.40) 

Here, 

F ' ^ i X )  = U s e s P V s i ^ s ) ) .  
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From Theorem 3.2, 

—* M. (wpl) 

and furthermore —* X' implies that 

_ QFi^X') (wpl), 

and 

Umsup iVc(X"*) C iVc(X-). 

Recall now that 

-W' € + ATcCX"-). 

Thus for ajiy convergent subsequence {PV"*} —+ W, it follows that 

- W e  d F ^ ' i X ' )  +  N c { X ' ) .  (5.41) 

So if {X', W') is any accumulation point, then it is ailso a saddle point of the limiting 

Lagrange dual of the sampling problems. 

5.2.2 An Algorithm with Inexact Sample Optimization 

In order to implement a sampled version of the scenario aggregation algorithm, 

it is unnecessary to solve each seunpled problem exactly. In this section, we propose 

a methodology by which the sampled problems in any iteration aire optimized inex

actly. 



Notation 

f = the number of iterations; 

m = the number of new samples generated each time; 

m, = the number of new samples belonging to the scenario 5; 

n = the total number of samples accimiulated. 

n,  = the total number of samples belonging to the scenario s; 

Xt,{s) = the solution to the subproblem 5 at the iteration i/; 

Xu = the solution to the entire problem at the iteration v, 

= aggregated solut ion at  the i terat ion 1/ and sample n;  

VF" = projected Lagrcinge multiplier at the iteration v and sample 

e„ = error tolerance between successive two points at sample n; 

Cop = the error tolerance for the optimal solution; 

Algorithm 

• Step 0: 

Generate m random samples 

n «— m, n, m,, Ps ^ 

1/ ^0 

Solve each scenario subproblems with Pj ^ 0 
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xo(s) € aa:gmin{/i(z(s)) — x(s) € C,}. 

Calciilate the initial aggregated solution Jind the Lagrange Multiplier: 

X'^n 'Tn v 0 — J Ao 

W o  =  r { X o  -  X S )  

• Step 1: Proximcil point iterations with new samples 

la. Solve subproblems with p" ^ 0 

x^+i(s) € argniin{/p(z(5)) + x(s).tz;U(s) + |||x(s)-x;j(5)|p | x(s) € C, } 

update the aggregated solution and the Lagrange multiplier: 

Vn /Tn V — U -Af+1 

lb. Proximai iteration stopping test for an approximation with a sample size 

of n. 

v\\K^,-x:\\ + \\w;^,-w;\\>e„ 

Then i/ = i/ + 1 , return to la. 

• Step 2: 

If ll^;+i - X;\\ + liw.'+i - w;!! < ^ 

Do statistical optimality test: 

2a.) Generate m_op samples 

n ^ n + mjop, n, <— n, + rruopa, Ps = ^ 
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2b.) Solve the subproblems with = 0 and pj ^ 0 

<+i(s) 6 arg i m n { f ^ { x { s ) ) ,  x { s )  €  C , }  

2c.) Update the aggregate solution 

2d.) Update the projected Lagrange multiplier 

< + i ( 5 ) = i f  ^  0  

<+i(^) = Ka:"(a) - i"+i(5)), if P? 7^ 0 and = 0 

2e.) Solve Xop(5) € argmin{/,"(x(s)) + x(s).tr;;j^.i(s) + |l|i(s)-x^+i(5)|P 

X o p { s )  6 C,} 

2f.) Update the aggregated solution and Lagrange multiplier. 

n /Tn Y op — d ^op 

+r{x: - X-) 

2g.) Optimality test 

If IIK - x;|| + i| WjJ - H';!! < then STOP. 

• Step 3: Generate m new samples. 

n = n + m, n, = n, + m„ Pt = ^ 

Solve the subproblem with p"~*" = 0 and pj 0 

x"(s) € arg min/;(x(s)), 1(5) € C, 

Update the aggregated solution and Lagrange multiplier 

n /Tn v** 
1/+I ~ d ^t/+i 

<+1(5)=p>r'"(5)/pr'", if pr" 7^ 0 
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<+i(5) = r(a:"(s) - x"+i(5)), if P? "* = 0 and pj # 0 

• Step 4 Adjust c„, i/ = t/ + 1, return to la. 

The updating of the and in Step 3 is a modification necessary to 

implement the sampled version of the adgorithm. X and W are adjusted to the 

<ind M.^ according to the new frequencies generated with new samples. In the 

algorithm above, when a new scenario is generated, the corresponding dual variable is 

assumed to be zero, which may slow the convergence of the iteration. If the value of a 

dued variable of the closest scenario is assigned to the newly generated scenarios, the 

convergence of the dual variable may be improved. Let pn—m{.s) denote that scenario 

in Sn-m which is closest to scenario s. Then define 9^ (s) = The 

condition of zero sample mean of the dual variable can be maintained by performing 

the following modification. Define 

(5-42) 
5=1 

li;" may not be zero with the new sample frequencies cind the assignment of new dual 

variables. However, if from each dueil variable we deduct the sample mean, the new 

sample mean will be zero. Hence 

= ̂ n(s) - u;" 3 = 1...5" (5.43) 

This updating formula will still keep the dual variable feasible with new seim-

pled sceneirio tree and sample frequencies after each szmpling and the iteration is 

asymptotically converging. 
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The optimality check also has to add a statistical optimality check by increasing 

the sample size to check how much the new solution will vjutt from the current point. 

5.3 Asymptotic Results 

The sampled Lagrangiein problem is 

W"") = imn{r-^F"(V" + £/")+ < C/", > 

+ 1/" =  X", X" G c", e  (5.44) 

and its corresponding proximal point term problem is 

W) + IIV" - TCIIV2 - ||P^" - t^||V2. (5.45) 

Now assuming is the unique saddle point of (5.45), we have 

KT - C+i - tC+i € r-'dF^iV:^, + - ly;) + Nc{K\, + - W^). (5.46) 

Substituting — X^^y) in (5.46), we have 

- w: - - jx:) e dF{x:^,)+NC{X:^,) (5.47) 

or 

- 6 dF{X:^,) + Ncix:^,). (5.48) 

So with the fixed sample size, the iteration in the algorithm is a proximal point 

iteration. By the non-expansiveness of the proximed point iteration, we have 

II W+i, ^')\\ < IIK) - t^"')ll, (5-49) 
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where (X"", W^') is the saddle point of sample problem with samples size n. 

If the iteration points are bounded and a decreasing error tolerance sequence 

{€"} converging to zero is used in the algorithm, the algorithm will have Eisymptotic 

convergence with the limit of {X', W) (wpl). 

Proposition 5.3.1 Assume that {{X^,W^)} is a bounded sequence, the sequence 

{e"} is decreasing and converging to zero, and i/„ is the first iteration where 

Then as n increase, /"(V^, will converge to 1{X', W*) 

and will converge to F{X') asymptotically wpl. 

Proof: It has been shown in Theorem 5.2.2 that as n increases, 

F ( X ' )  and 

G ^ ( ] V ' ^ ) - G(IV') wpl. 

So 

( X ^ - . W " ' )  ( X - , ] V ' )  wpl. 

With a fixed n, 

l l ( ( K ' ' , i v - ) - ( x - , W ' - ) H >  

IKK";!, - ( X " ' ,  + IKK", -  (KT+i, 

and 

(C, - (KVn 6 
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By the properties of proximal point algorithm, as u oo 

and both {||(K", w;^) - (KV. ̂ "+i)ll} and {IKK", W;^) - are strictly 

decreasing sequences. 

The function /"(•, W'^) is a convex function in the first argument and the follow

ing inequality holds: 

< r(V^, W""). (5.50) 

With a fixed V", /"(K", •) is a concave function and 

Hence, 

r(K", w'^) < rcK", w:)+{w:- w:_^){w^ - w:). (5.51) 

The function /"(X"", •) is a concave function in the second argvmient and the follow

ing inequality holds: 

w )̂ < r(X"", (5.52) 

With a fixed /"(•,is a convex function and 

(K"-i - O € 

Hence we have 

/"(K", + (K-i - - o < (5.53) 
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From (5.50), (5.52), (5.51) zind (5.53), we get 

/"(KT, + (K-i - Kr)(J^"' -K)< 

rix"", w^) < r(A"", 1^*") < r(v^, W") < 

nK. +i^ u  -  t^;-i)(i^*" - ̂ ) -  (5.54) 

That is, 

(K-1 - v;r)(^*" - vn < 

/"(X*", W"") - /"(K", < 

[w: - iy;_i)(w^-" - W^;). (5.55) 

Because of the proximaJ point iterations, for a problem with sample size n, 3 i/„ < oo 

such that for all 1/ > i/„, we have 

£">I|V;-KMI 

and 

£" > \\w; -

The properties of a monotone operator imply that {W^ — — W^) > 0 emd 

(VjLi — V^){X'^ — V^) < 0. Since {(K"?^^)} assumes to be a bounded sequence, 

there exists an M\ axid 

Ml = maxdKX-" - V-)l |1(W^*" - W^JW). (5.56) 
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We have 

<e"Mi. (5.57) 

Because 

=r-^F"(X-") and 

= r~'F-ix:j+ < >. 

So 

|r-ip.(^.n) _ r-iF"(X:j| < e"Afr + I < > I- (5-58) 

Since < c", it follows that 

|r-'f»(X™) - r-'F-(X;.)| < <r(M, + ||»X||). (5.59) 

The boundness of and the fact that e" —» 0 implies that 

F"(X-") = lim F"(X:?J. 

But 

UmF'*(X-") =  F { X ' )  (ujpl) 

from Theorem 5.2.1. Hence, 

F\X:j F(X-) (ropl) (5.60) 

• 

The boundness of {(-X""^!, PVJ'+i)} is not a strict condition. If each (X'"',iy**) 

is bounded, then the corresponding subsequence is bounded with proximal point 
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iterations. The convergence of the algorithm in Proposition 5.3.1 is controlled by Cn 

and n. We can see that a decreasing sequence is very important for the convergence 

of the algorithm. The sample size zmd number of iterations are essential parts of 

the Eissumptions made in the proof which ensure some asymptotic properties to be 

obtained during the iterations. A good decreasing error toleraince sequence {e"} 

which provides the criterion in combining reasonably the sample size n and iteration 

number u during the solution process may speed up the convergence during the 

iterations. How laxge the element in the sequence {e"} and the rate of reduction 

may depend on the problem to be solved. Since we are unaware whether a sampled 

problem in the iteration has a unique optimal solution or a positive definite Hessiaxi 

matrix, we should check the value of frequently to make certain that 

iteration points are not divergent. Then a decreasing error tolerance sequence and 

an increasing sample data will guarantee that iteration points will eventually be 

convergent. 

If a problem always maintains Lipschitz continuous condition of its inverse mono

tone operator function, the algorithm should have a good convergence rate. In our 

numerical examples and the test problems, we keep ||(X", W^")|| within a certain 

range, and dynamically adjust the error tolerance during the iteration processes. 

The optimality check of the sampling problem is based on testing whether adding 

some more samples will affect the optimal solution we obtain. If the variation of 
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the solution caused by adding more samples is within the tolercince defined, we as

sume that we have found the optimal solution. This method of testing optimality 

incorporates what may be referred to as 'out-of-sample' testing. 
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CHAPTER 6 

Numerical Examples 

In this chapter, we will present computational experiments with the option hedg

ing models and some other financial planning test problems. The numerical exam

ples of the option hedging models include problems with different hedging strategies, 

which have relatively large number of scenarios and stages. We will also compare our 

dynamic hedging method with the tradition delta hedging method by the outcomes 

of costs and payoffs. To test our sampling algorithm, we solve a set of test problems 

using both the deterministic and the sampling scenaxio aggregation algorithms and 

compare the values of objective and the first stage solutions of some test problems. 

The purpose of these computational experiments for option hedging models is to 

show the feasibility, advantages and efficiency of the hedging strategy proposed in 

this dissertation. We also want to show the flexibility and the computational effi

ciency of the sampling approach proposed in this dissertation with the computational 

experiments of the large-scale test problems. 
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6.1 Numerical Examples of Option Hedging Models 

6.1.1 Problem Statement 

Suppose a Japanese import compciny hcis a currency exchzmge tramsaction from 

Japanese Yen to US dollar with a fixed US dollar cimoimt in the friture. The exchajige 

rate from Yen to US dollar may be up or down. The importer who wishes a strong 

Yen but feaxs a rising dollar in the future wants to hedge the transaction to retain the 

opportunity of a strong Yen and at the Scime time to protect from the risk of a strong 

US doUax. There are several ways to manage this transaction risk. The importer 

can makes the exchange transactions now to protect against the strong dolleir. But 

the transaction needs large amount of domestic Japanese capital inmiediately and 

will lose the rising Yen opportunity. If the company enters into a currency forward 

contract, the company does not need to invest money immediately but still loses the 

opportimity to profit from a strong Yen. Purchasing a long-term option to hedge 

the transaction cam retain the opportunity of saving the cost from a strong Yen but 

eliminate the risk of a strong dollar. However, the importer is not satisfied with the 

over-the-counter market price which the company feels is above the true value of the 

option and dislikes the liquidity of the option because the company may change its 

hedging strategy if market enviroimient changes dramatically. The company decides 

to use short-term call options and futures to track the payoffs of the target option 

which are traded in the exchange markets with good liquidity. Although a portfolio 
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with derivative securities is risky, the initial capital investment for the portfolio is 

small and that is also the reason to use the stochastic optimization for the hedging. 

Assume that the market exchange rate follows an Ito process with drift rate 0.08 

and standard deviation 0.01. The domestic and foreign interest rates are cissumed 

to follow Vasicek term structure models with aj, = 0.005, bj = 0.5, cr^ = 0.01, and 

a/ = 0.02, 6/ = 0.4, (TJ = 0.01 respectively [31]. It is also assumed that the volatility 

of the exchange rate is constant <ind all random variables are independent from each 

other. Barone-Adeis and WhaJey [1] American valuation model is used to calculate 

the maxket prices of short-term currency call option and the Delta and Gamma hedge 

parameters both for the short term options and the taxget option. At the beginning 

of each time period in the exchange markets, three new options will be traded with 

the expiration date four periods from the current time, and the strike prices for newly 

traded options are 4 Yen higher than or the same as or 4 yen lower than the current 

spot exchange rate respectively. A new future contract will also be added in the 

market with the expiration date four periods from the current period. The interest 

rates for more than one period deposits in the market are assumed to be the mean 

value of the interest rates from the current node. The future prices of currency is 

approximated by the forward prices which are obtained from the interest rate parity 

theorem. The transaction costs for options and futures are assumed to be 5% and 

2% respectively. 
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6.1.2 Super Payoff Hedging 

In this Qiunericai example, payoff shortfall during the hedging process is not al

lowed. The problem paxcimeters are calculated through the methods mentioned in 

the previous subsection and the scenario tree is generated by combining the binomial 

tree of exchange rate and two trinomial trees of the interest rates. In Figure 6.1, the 

muliple payoffs for a fixed echcinge rate correspond to payoffs for alternative interest 

rate scenarios. This figure shows that as the exchange rate increases, the payoff of 

the portfolio is more likely to stay above of the payoff line of the target option. 

ICOOO 
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Figure 6.1: Super payoff hedging problem 

Figure 6.2 provides a comparison of terminal profits of the hedging model eind 

the profit of the target option under all interest rate scenarios. The profit line of the 

tajget option is obtained by deriving the VcJue of teirget option through Barone-Adesi 

WhaJey's option model [1]. The figure shows that the hedging portfolio has better 

profit-cost performance than buying a target option. It also shows that the profit 

will go up if the exchange rate increcises or decreases. 
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Figure 6.2: Profit of the super payoff hedging problem 

6.1.3 Cost-PayofF Hedging 

Now we modify the hedging strategy by allowing payoff shortf<dls during the hedg

ing process with the objective function to minimize the expected terminaJ cost and 

the weighted payoff shortfall in each time period. In this model, we mainly focus on 

option hedging instead of option valuation or replication. We do so by penalizing 

payoff shortfalls more severely at the termincJ stages than at the beginning stages. 

The weight increases as the time increases and the weight of the terminal period is set 

to one. Figure 6.3 shows the payoff diagram of hedging portfolio under all scenarios 

vs. the payoff line of the target option. It shows that as the exchange rate increases, 

the payoff shortfall is more likely to happen. However, the profits under various 

scenarios increase or decrease substantially. Figure 6.4 shows that as exchange rate 

increases, the likelihood of profit increases. 
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Figure 6.3: Payoff of the cost-payoff hedging problem 
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Figure 6.4: Profit of the cost-payoff hedging problem 
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6.1.4 Simulation-Based Option Hedging 

In the previous numerical examples, a complete scenario tree was generated by 

accounting for all scenarios and a deterministic scenario aggregation algorithm was 

used to solve the problems. However, if we increase the number of time stages in the 

problem or include more securities in our hedging portfolio, the problem size grows 

so fast that we can not solve it with the deterministic algorithm. Here, we use the 

sampling algorithm to derive a statistical approximation of the optimcd solution. In 

the algorithm, the sampled scenario tree is generated through the sampling and the 

sampled frequencies jure used to approximate the scenario probabilities. Figure 6.5 

shows that the payoffs of the hedging portfolio are around the payoff line of the target 

option for all sampled scenarios. The conditional sample means at the discrete 

100 118 lao 

Figure 6.5: Payoff diagram of the sampling problem 

exchange rates in the diagram are very close to the payoffs of the target option at the 

corresponding exchange rates. The sample mean hedging cost during the hedging 

process is -3467 Yen. The cost of the traM:king portfolio ranges from 356 Yen to -6758 

Yen under all the sampled scenjurios, all below the estimated market price of the 
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target option. We include the cost of the target option eind the cost of the option 

hedging strategy in the payoff diagram when comparing the payoffs of our hedging 

strategy and the payoff of the target option. Figure 6.6 includes the estimated price 

of the target option and hedging expense of our option tracking method. With 

110* 
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Figure 6.6: Profit diagram of the portfolio at terminal node 

these costs included, our option hedging method outperforms the target option in 

almost all sampled scenario. Since the sampled scenario tree is generated through 

simulation, different simulation runs may generate different sampled scenario trees. 

In order to illustrate that the performzuice of our hedging method was not an accident, 

we solve the problem twelve times with different seeds for the simulation for each of 

these runs, we compute the conditional means of payoff and profit imder different 

exchauige rates. Table 6.1 and Table 6.2 show the conditional meauis of payoff and 

profit at each exchange rate. 

We can see that the sample standeird deviations for payoff and profit axe very 

small, which means the solutions are very consistent under different simulation runs. 



Runs/Rates 81.87 88.69 96.08 104.1 ^ 112.7 122.1 

1 -24.19 19.12 -380.28 3412.59 10926.20 19856.81 
2 -30.00 6.20 -377.47 3386.25 10871.83 19511.00 
3 -52.80 20.87 -332.38 3440.52 10923.46 19671.72 
4 -29.18 9.09 -372.70 3471.39 10920.81 19626.79 
5 -158.21 -33.90 -318.03 3499.62 10715.92 19569.00 
6 -27.15 20.92 -352.68 2581.83 11054.77 19568.69 
7 -50.33 30.42 -383.67 3396.02 10868.09 19482.05 
8 -20.91 5.17 -328.71 3404.51 10893.23 19611.11 
9 -129.90 -71.00 -288.51 3283.55 10888.34 19863.14 
10 -35.12 18.80 -341.34 3418.63 10932.79 19474.00 
11 -18.34 12.33 -365.02 3378.56 10896.80 19547.97 
12 -148.09 -33.49 -337.28 3484.06 10776.21 19617.97 
smpl.mean -60.44 0.3775 -348.17 3346.46 10889.04 19613.2 
smpl.std. dev 42.65 23.25 23.80 137.9 54.13 92.17 

Table 6.1: Simulation of Payoff 

Runs/Rates 81.87 J 88.69 96.08 104.1 112.7 122.1 

1 -7875.68 -3181.28 144.93 6000.72 14456.80 22407.69 
2 -7825.48 -2656.96 349.02 6308.93 14545.46 22380.86 
3 -7958.50 -2877.33 75.77 5858.57 14305.58 22286.87 
4 -7851.30 -2555.70 429.31 6391.93 14742.74 22600.96 
5 -8207.55 -2817.22 355.72 6251.80 14192.27 22334.03 
6 -8054.94 -2935.84 40.11 5910.88 14206.61 22144.90 
7 -7929.13 -2733.50 280.41 6217.58 14637.72 22386.41 
8 -7964.53 -2876.71 96.05 5944.12 14351.12 22327.80 
9 -7996.51 -2388.68 457.66 6067.71 14407.03 22496.24 
10 -7938.80 -2909.15 94.43 5950.15 14227.82 22388.55 
11 -7956.58 -2676.00 359.97 6282.09 14690.31 22494.25 
12 -8148.91 -2737.35 408.60 6284.56 14301.61 22425.55 
smpl.mean -7975.66 -2778.81 257.66 6122.42 14422.07 22389.51 
smpl. dev. 84.21 154.11 139.51 167.06 160.44 79.52 

Table 6.2: Simulation of Profit 
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It is aiso instructive to examine the hedge paJcuneters. We see from Figure 6.7 

that, at all stages of the sampled scenarios, the hedge parcimeter errors are near the 

zero line. The hedge parameter traxJdng has a good effect on the payoffs of those 

scenarios which are not in the sampled scenarios. The traditional Delta hedging 

method is used to complete the hedging process for the remaining time periods of 

those missing scenarios. The results zilso show that the payoff, profit and costs of 

those missing scenarios axe very close to payoff of the target option. The numerical 

examples axe also solved with different sets of weights. This was done to study how 

the solution changes as the weights change. Figures 6.7, 6.8 and 6.9 show the payoff, 

Delta and Gamma tracking errors with different sets of weights. The three sets of the 

figures show that as the ratio increases, the points of the Delta and Gamma tracking 

errors approach the zero line. However, payoffs of some scenarios with small sampling 

frequencies fall below the target payoff line. 

In order to compare our strategy with the traditional Delta hedging strategy, a 

portfolio with Yen bond and USD bond is used to form a synthetic call option. The 

final costs in buying $1000 for the two methods axe compcired under all scenarios 

in Figure 6.10. The expected difference of the costs between the two methods is 

2562.31 Yen in favor of the optimal option hedging method. In less than 5% of the 

scenarios does our option hedging method have a higher cost than the Delta hedging 

method. In general, our option tracking method outperforms the traditional Delta 

hedging method. If we calculate the percentage of sample frequencies of the two 

groups of scenaurios in the numerical example, the scenzirios of the first group only 
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Figure 6.7: Payoff, Delta eind Gamma with weights 10:1 
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Figure 6.9: Payoff, Delta and Gamma with weights 1 
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take up less than 2% of sample frequencies in the total sample data. This shows that 

the option tracking hedging method can have higher cost than that of Delta hedging 

method for only some unlikely scenarios with very smadl probabilities. Since the 

Figure 6.10: The difference of the costs between the two hedging strategies 

method is a simulation oriented optimization method, the solution is dependent upon 

the sampled scenario tree generated. Here we compare the Delta hedging method 

with the solutions obtained with different simulation runs. Table 6.1.4 shows the 

conditional mejin of the cost differences at each exchange rate. From the table, 

we can observe that the sample vziriances are small at each exchange rate and results 

are very consistent under different simulation rvms. If we compare the two methods 

in terms of the trading intensity of two methods, we find that the two methods 

axe almost the same even though our option hedging method use short derivative 

securities with rollover hedging. For some scenarios in which the exchange rate 

just fluctuates eiround its starting exchange rate, the quantity of trading seems to 

be reduced. Besides, the option hedging method uses short term call options, so 
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Rims/Rates 81.87 88.69 ^ 96.08 104.1 J 112.7 122.1 

1 284.21 -2953.79 -3797.33 -5866.30 -9486.37 -11280.22 
2 171.90 -3496.30 -3978.80 -6077.78 -9584.08 -11255.46 
3 359.14 -3272.57 -3710.73 -5627.17 -9353.29 -11146.32 
4 290.10 -3606.22 -4057.94 -6161.42 -9755.80 -11483.66 
5 673.11 -3332.14 -3985.79 -6054.42 -9197.71 -11199.16 
6 419.76 -3198.38 -3660.42 -5671.39 -9206.62 -11004.79 
7 349.51 -3426.17 -3908.65 -5979.90 -9638.90 -11249.49 
8 412.02 -3281.71 -3702.74 -5702.70 -9397.28 -11201.71 
9 405.51 -3738.15 -4423.30 -5850.47 -9444.56 -11368.23 
10 305.22 -3252.78 -3701.98 -5724.81 -9248.78 -11256.21 
11 421.41 -3487.81 -3985.19 -6048.36 -9694.82 -11365.32 
12 606.38 -3426.39 -4037.96 -6089.87 -9306.00 -11288.68 
smpl.std.mecin 391.52 -3372.7 -3248.37 -5904.55 -9442.85 -11258.3 
smpl.dev 98.17 157.47 1205.60 164.08 157.9 82.46 

Table 6.3: Simulation Results of Cost Comparison 

the tracking portfolio should have better tracking property than the Delta hedging 

method under certain m2u*ket conditions due to the asymmetric return of the options. 

6.1.5 Continuous Simulation Validation 

When appljdng stocheistic programming to multi-stage optimization problems, 

we usually only implement the first stage solution in the decision process, and then 

wait and see the result at the end of the first period. As we mentioned before, the 

scenario tree may be a discrete approximation of a continuous random process, so the 

realizations of random variables at the end of first period may not be a node in the 

scenario tree. UsueiUy people will modify the predicted rcindom process based on the 

current states and set up another stochastic programming problem with previous first 

stage solution as initial condition. This procedure, referred to as a rolling horizon 
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procedure, repeats until the decision process ends. So the first stage solution is 

the most important information derived from each stochastic programming problem. 

After solving this problem, the validation simulation is implemented in testing the 

payoff and profit of the first stage portfolio imder the continuous random processes. 

In the optimization model the length of one time period is 90 days. In the validation 

simulation, the length of small time interval is 3 days. Recall that at the end of each 

validation run, the exchange rate, the domestic eind foreign interest rates may not 

be in the sampled scenario tree of the optimization model. The results in Figure 

6.11 show that the payoffs of the hedging portfolio are much higher than the payoffs 

of the target option in most of the simulation nms. On average, the value of the 

portfolio at the end of first period is higher than the initial capital investment. 
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Figure 6.11: Payoff simulation 

The above numerical example shows that as the exchange rate increases, more 

payoffs will fall below the payoff line of the target option. As the exchange rate 

decreases, the payoffs of the hedging portfolio will stay above the payoff line. This 

phenomenon does not mean that the option hedging strategy has better performance 
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in low exchange rate than in high exchamge rate. Because this option hedging strat

egy is similar to a self-financing strategy, some profit may be accumulated during 

the hedging process. We observed from our results that as exchange rate increases, 

the options and futures bought early will become more valuable, and selling those 

securities will bring profit. As the exchange rate decreases, the securities held be

come less valuable and hedging cost increcises. The initial portfolio in our optimal 

solution includes all securities aveiilable in the market. The changes of the market en

vironment only causes small changes in the values of the securities held in the initial 

portfolio and did not cause any securities to be dropped out of the portfolio, which 

is consistent with the market diversification theory. However, the portfolio in the 

later stages will only include a few options and futures as more and more information 

is revealed. This is to be expected because the evolution of the stochastic process 

revecds information and the evolution of uncertainty leads to less diversification in 

later stages. We remind the reader that the latter periods are included mainly be

cause of their influence on the first stage decision and not for the investment policies 

generated. 

6.2 Computational Experiments of the Sampling Scenario Aggregation 

Algorithm 

In this section, we will test the computational efficiency and flexibility of our 

sampling scenario aggregation algorithm through solving a set of scenario-based fi

nancial test problems from University of St. Gallen, Switzerland [20]. The algorithm 
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stg./scen. 4/25 8/125 16/625 32/3125 64/15625 

Model SGPF3Y3 SGPF3Y4 SGPF3Y5 SGPF3Y6 SGPF3Y7 
Row 116 155 194 233 272 
Column 189 240 291 342 393 
Low.bd. 2829.6 3548.9 4427.0 5588.8 6922.7 
Upp.BCD. 2967.9 3994.2 5172.1 6463.3 7947.8 

Model SGPF5Y3 SGPF5Y4 SGPF5Y5 SGPF5Y6 SGPF5Y7 
Row 188 251 314 377 440 
Column 297 376 455 534 613 
Low. BCD. 3017.3 3667.4 4448.3 5609.9 6943.1 
Upp. bd. 3027.6 4023.9 5180.8 6403.3 7720.5 

Table 6.4: Scenaxio based fmancial test problems 

is coded in C with MINOS 5.4 as the non-linear programming solver and the test 

problems are multi-stage linear stochastic programming problems about the fixed-

income portfolio selection. The following Table 6.4 lists the numbers of row, column, 

scenarios, lower and upper boimd of ten problems which were provided by the au

thors. 

We solve these test problems with both deterministic and sampling scenario aggrega

tion algorithms on a SUN Sparc 20 with the operating system Solaris 2.3. However, 

when we use the deterministic algorithm to solve SGPF3Y7 and SGPF5Y7, we find 

that there is not enough memory for solving the problems. But when we apply 

the sampling algorithm to these problems, not all scenarios are sampled, e.g. for 

problems SGPF3Y7 ajid SGPF5Y7 only about 75% of scenarios were sampled re

spectively. Since many scenarios are not in the sampled data, computer memory 

utilization was reduced considerably. Table 6.5 shows the computational results in 
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Model SGPF3Y3 SGPF3Y4 SGPF3Y5 SGPF3Y6 SGPF3Y7 
Samp.mean 2857 3572 4200 5540 6237 
Samp.time 0.24 24.8 1:31.4 1:23.1 2:34.9 
Detm. obj 2895 3548 4426 5588 
Detm.time(min) 0.1 0.24 2.24 18.75 

Model SGPF5Y3 SGPF5Y4 SGPF5Y5 SGPF5Y6 SGPF5Y7 
Samp.me<in 3062 3650 4425 5569 6885.0 
Samp.time 0.5 5.3 18.5 1:10.15 2:43.5 
Detm. obj 3027 3675 4448.2 5609.7 
Detm.time 0.34 1.18 3.8 24.5 

Table 6.5: Computational results for the test problems 

solving these problems. For some problems, there are some differences in the objec

tive values we obtained from the upper and lower boimds provided by the authors. 

The reasons for the differences aire that the sampled scen«irio tree and sample fre

quencies are the approximations of the true scenario tree and probabilities and we 

also set a relatively lairge error tolerance for the sampling algorithm. Our solution 

is a statistical approximation of the true optimed solution and the objective value is 

a sample mean. It is inevitable that the objective value obtained through sampling 

algorithm will deviate from the true objective value. 

From solving the test problems, we find that the convergence rate in solving a prob

lem is determined by severid factors, (a) the nimiber of samples drawn each time after 

a sample problem is solved. If number of samples is relatively large, frequencies of 

samples will converge quickly to the true probabilities and iterations will be reduced 

substantially. However, there are some exceptions in which small number of samples 

will have a good convergence rate, especially for some problems with huge scenario 
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sizes. Because Icirge number of samples may lead algorithm to solve a lot of scenjirio 

subproblems at the beginning which may not be needed, (b). The magnitude of 

error tolerance sequence also has significant impact on the convergence rate. From 

the property of proximal point algorithm and our observations, the convergence of 

the scenario aggregation algorithm will become worse and worse cis iteration points 

cire getting closer to aji optimal solution. This means that a big error tolerance at 

the beginning can reduce majiy iterations. However, too large ein error tolerance 

may cause the stopping iteration point for each saunple size to be far away from the 

points we wajit to reach and also may waste a lot of computation time in the opti-

mality test. Comparing the sjimpling algorithm with the deterministic algorithm, we 

observe that the deterministic algorithm has better convergence than the sampling 

algorithm, because sampling algorithm needs to take Icirge size of scimpies to get the 

sample frequencies and sampled scenario tree to get stabilized. Also, different stop

ping rules are used in the two algorithm and the statistical optimal test takes much 

more computation time tham the deterministic test. However, when a problem has 

a large number of scenarios, it becomes intractable for the deterministic algorithm 

because of limited computational resources. The sampling algorithm may be a good 

choice for solving these problems. Since the first stage solution is most important 

information needed in a multi-stage stochastic programming problem, we compare 

the first stage solutions from the deterministic amd sampling algorithms. We find 

that the first stage solutions are almost the same and is within 3% of total sum error. 
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In solving both financial examples and test problems above, we set duad variable 

for newly generated scenario as zero during the iteration. We find that the dual 

variable converge relatively slow compared with the primal variable. However, if 

the value of the dujd vajiable of the closest scenario in the sampled scenario tree is 

assigned to the dual variable of newly generated scenario, the convergence rates of 

dual variables axe improved. For some problems the convergence rates for the whole 

problem become better. But for some other problems the convergence of the primal 

problem become slow and overall the convergence rate are getting worse. For the 

further study, we may dynamically switch the dual variable updating method during 

the iteration to improve the convergence of the iteration. 

6.3 Conclusion 

The numerical excimples of option hedging models show that not only does our 

hedging strategy have smaller expected cost but also for almost edl scenarios, our 

hading method outperforms the target option and the delta hedging method in our 

numerical problems. Those scenarios in which our method does not perform well 

have very small sample frequencies. 

The computational experiment of the scmipling algorithm with the set of test 

problems illustrates that the algorithm converges cind has a relatively good conver

gence rate. For a problem with an extremely laxge size of scenario tree, the sampling 

algorithm is very flexible and can provide an approximated statistical solution to the 

true optimal solution. 
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CHAPTER 7 

Conclusion 

We have set up a multi-stage option hedging model for currency hedging in im

perfect markets with transaction costs and incomplete securities and developed a 

sampling based algorithm to solve the large-scale option hedging problem. We incor

porate various stochastic programming model techniques emd mamy financied hedging 

strategies into our optimal option hedging modeling. Including short-term derivative 

securities in the hedging portfolio will improve the liquidity of the portfolio, decrease 

the trading intensity, reduce the average capital investment ajid enhance the payoff 

performance hedging strategy. The introduction of payoff shortfall improves the cost-

profit of the option hedging method. The simulation-based option hedging model 

proposed can solve extremely large size practical hedging problem with many stages 

and scenarios. Delta and Gamma hedging parameter tracking constraints are in

corporated in the model to reduce the hedging risks in the simulation-based model. 

The payoff and profit diagrams and the comparison with the traditional Delta hedg

ing strategy with our stochastic programming of hedging strategy in the numerical 

example hfis shown that the option hedging method proposed can produce better 

payoff performance and lower cost in currency hedging. 
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The sampling-based algorithm can not only solve the financial model proposed 

in this dissertation but it can also be applied to various types of scenario problems 

in many areas with linear and non-linear objective function. If a sample space is 

available, the sampling method may be a suitable way to solve the problem. The 

eflSciency of combining the sampling eind iteration together may depend on two major 

factors, the cost of szunpling and the cost of each iteration. If sampling is quite 

expensive, more iterations should be carried out and less number of samples be 

taken. Defining a tolerance sequence is also an issue needed to be further studied. 

Too small a value for the sequence of error tolercmce may cause exact optimization 

in solving the sampling problem during the solution procedure and waste many 

iterations. Too large a tolerances at the beginning of the sequence may cause IV drift 

far away from the point we want because the feasible region of W may be unbounded. 

Our numerical results show that when the original problems is very large, whereas 

deterministic algorithm may fail, the scunpling algorithm Ccin generate good solution. 

The sampling technique used in the model can solve not only the problems with 

known stochastic process, but also the problems of which there is an abundant his

torical data and imdetermined distributions. In fact, most of real financial problems 

falls into the second category. Further study of this model should incorporate a 

real financial market data in sampling process, test this model in the real market 

situation, and extend the tracking model to the options of different assets or other 

derivative securities. Checking the statistical confidence of the solution and sensitiv

ity analysis of the probability distribution is another topic for further study. Since 
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the result from the samples may have some random errors, the statistic<d confidence 

and sensitivity analysis are necessary after obtaining the statistical optimal solution. 
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